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A session takes place between two parties; after establishing a connection, each party
interleaves local computations and communications (sending or receiving) with the other.
Session types characterise such sessions in terms of the types of values communicated
and the shape of protocols, and have been developed for the π-calculus, CORBA interfaces,
and functional languages.We study the incorporation of session types into object-oriented
languages throughMOOSE, amulti-threaded languagewith session types, threadspawning,
iterative, and higher-order sessions. Our design aims to consistently integrate the object-
oriented programming style and sessions, and to be able to treat various case studies from
the literature.Wedescribe the design ofMOOSE, its syntax, operational semantics, and type
system, and develop a type inference system. After proving subject reduction, we establish
the progress property: once a communication has been established, well-typed programs
will never starve at communication points.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Object-based communication oriented software is commonly implemented using either sockets or remote method
invocation, such as Java RMI and C# remoting. Sockets provide generally untyped stream abstractions, while remotemethod
invocation offers the beneﬁts of standard method invocation in a distributed setting. However, both have shortcomings:
socket-based code requires a signiﬁcant amount of dynamic checks and type-casts on the values exchanged, in order to
ensure type safety; remote method invocation does ensure that methods are used as mandated by their type signatures,
but does not allow programmers to express design patterns frequently arising in distributed applications, where sequences
of messages of different types are exchanged through a single connection following ﬁxed protocols. A natural question is
the seamless integration of tractable descriptions of type-safe communication patterns with object-oriented programming
idioms.
A session is such a sequence of interactions between two parties. It starts after a connection has been established. During
the session, each party may execute its own local computation, interleaved with several communications with the other
party. Communications take the form of sending and receiving values over a channel. Additionally, throughout interaction
between the two parties, there should be a perfect matching of sending actions in one with receiving actions in the other,
and vice versa. This form of structured interaction is found in many application scenarios.
Session typeshavebeenproposed in [32], aiming to characterise such sessions, in termsof the types ofmessages receivedor
sentbyaparty. For example, the session type begin.!int.!int.?bool.endexpresses that two int-valueswill be sent, thena bool-
valuewill be expected to be received, and then the protocol will be complete. Thus, session types specify the communication
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behaviour of a piece of software, and can be used to verify the safety of communication protocols between two parties.
Session types have been studied for several different settings, i.e., π-calculus-based systems [6,7,11–13,18,27,28,32,34,35,48],
mobile processes [43], boxed ambients [26], CORBA [49], functional languages [29], and recently, for CDL, a W3C standard
description language for web services [11,13,47,52].
In this paper, we study the incorporation of session types into object-oriented languages. To our knowledge, except for
some of our earlier work [15,19,21,23], such an integration has not been attempted so far. We propose the language Moose,
a multi-threaded object-oriented core language augmented with session types, which supports thread spawning, iterative
sessions, and higher-order sessions.
The design of Moosewas guided by the wish for the following properties:
Object oriented style. We wanted Moose programming to be as natural as possible to people used to mainstream object
oriented languages. In order to achieve an object oriented style, Moose allows sessions to be handled modularly using
methods.
Expressivity. We wanted to be able to express common case studies from the literature on session types and concurrent
programming idioms [42], as well as those from the WC3 standard documents [13,52]. In order to achieve expressivity,
we introduced conditional, and iterative sessions, the ability to spawn new threads, and to send and receive sessions
(i.e., higher-order sessions).
Type preservation. The guarantee that execution preserves types, i.e., the subject reduction property, proved to be an intricate
task. In fact, several session type systems in the literature fail to preserve typability after reduction of certain subtle
conﬁgurations, which we identiﬁed through a detailed analysis of how types of communication channels evolve during
reduction. Type preservation requires linear usage of live channels; in order to guarantee this we had to prevent aliasing
of channels, manifested by the fact that running session types (i.e., the types of live channels) cannot be assigned to
ﬁelds. We claim this restriction is quite natural since channels are not objects. Note that aliasing is less problematic in
a functional setting like that one considered in [51] than in an imperative setting like the one we are dealing with here.
Progress.Wewanted to be able to guarantee that once a session has started, i.e., a connection has been established, threads
neither starve nor deadlock at the points of communication during the session. Progress is a highly desirable property
in communication-based programs. Establishing this property was an intricate task as well, and, to the best of our
knowledge, no other session type system in the literature, but those in [4,10,15,18,21,23], can ensure it. The combination
of higher-order sessions, spawn and the requirement to prevent deadlock during sessions posed themajor challenge for
our type system.
This work is an extended version of [20], with complete deﬁnitions, more explanations, detailed proofs, and more com-
parisons with related work. Furthermore, we introduced minor differences in order to deal with small discrepancies which
we discovered while developing the more detailed proofs.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 illustrates the basic ideas through an example. Section 3 deﬁnes the syntax of
the language. Section 4 presents the operational semantics. Section 5 describes design decisions, such as the restriction on
channel aliasing, that ensured type preservation and progress. Section 6 illustrates the typing system. Section 7 gives basic
theorems on type safety and communication safety. Section 8 describes type inference. Section 9 discusses the related work,
and Section 10 concludes. More examples of Moose can be found in [42]. The proofs are given in the appendices.
2. Business Protocol Example
We describe a typical collaboration pattern that appears in many web service business protocols [11–13,35,52] using
Moose. This simple protocol contains essential features by which we can demonstrate the expressivity of Moose: it requires
a combination of session establishing, higher-order session passing, spawn, conditional sessions, and deadlock-freedom
during the session.
In Fig.1,we show the sequence diagram for the protocol, whichmodels the purchasing of items.We show the participants,
the sessions between them, and the program variables whose value is communicated on each channel. First, the Seller and
Buyer participants initiate interaction over channel c1; then, the Buyer sends a product id to the Seller, and receives a price
quote in return; ﬁnally, the Buyer may either accept or reject this price. Thus, here we show the ﬁrst case of a conditional
session. If the price received is acceptable, then the Seller connects with the Shipper over channel c2. First the Seller sends
to the Shipper the details of the purchased item. Then the Seller delegates its part of the remaining activity with the Buyer
to the Shipper, that is realised by sending c1 over c2. Now the Shipper will await the Buyer’s address, before responding with
the delivery date. If the price is not acceptable, then the interaction terminates.
In Fig.2, we declare the necessary session types, and in Fig.3 we encode the given scenario in Moose, using one class
per protocol participant. The session types BuyProduct and RequestDelivery describe the communication patterns between
Buyer and Seller, and Seller and Shipper, respectively. The session type BuyProduct models the sending of a String, then the
reception of a double, and ﬁnally a conditional behaviour, in which a bool is (implicitly) sent before a branch is followed: the
ﬁrst branch requires that an Address is sent, then a DeliveryDetails received, and ﬁnally that the session is closed; the second
branch models an empty communication sequence and the closing of the session. We write BuyProduct for the dual type,
which is constructed by taking BuyProduct and changing occurrences of ! to ? and vice versa; these types represent the two
complementarybehavioursassociatedwithasession, inwhich thesendingofavalue inoneendcorresponds to its receptionat
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Fig. 1. Sequence diagram for item purchasing protocol.
Fig. 2. Session types for the buyer–seller–shipper example.
the other. In other words, BuyProduct is the same as begin.?String.!double.?<?Address.!DeliveryDetails.end,end>. Note that in
the case of the conditional, the threadwith ! in its type decideswhich branch is to be followed and communicates the boolean
value, while the other thread passively awaits the ﬁrst thread’s decision. The session type RequestDelivery describes sending
a ProductDetails instance, followed by sending a ‘live’ session channel of remaining type ?Address.!DeliveryDetails.end.
Sessions can start when two compatible connect statements are active. In Fig. 3, the ﬁrst component of connect is the
shared channel that is used to start communication, the second is the session type, and the third is the session body, which
implements the session type. The method buy of class Buyer contains a connect statement that implements the session type
BuyProduct, while the method sell of class Seller contains a connect statement over the same channel and the dual session
type. When a Buyer and a Seller are executing concurrently their respective methods, they can engage in a session, which
will result in a fresh channel being replaced for occurrences of the shared channel c1 within both session bodies; freshness
guarantees that the new channel only occurs in these two threads, therefore the objects can proceed to perform their
interactions without the possibility of external interference.
Once the session has started in the body of method buy, the product identiﬁer, prodID, is sent using c1.send(prodID) and
the price quote is received using c1.receive. If the price is acceptable, i.e., if c1.receive <= maxPrice, then true is sent and the
ﬁrst branch of the conditional is taken, starting on line 9. In this case, the customer’s address, addr, is sent and an instance of
DeliveryDetails is received. If the price is not acceptable, then false is sent and the second branch of the conditional starting
on line 11 is taken, and the connection closes.
The body of method sell implements behaviour dual to the above. Note that in c1.receiveIf{...}{...} the branch to
be selected depends on the boolean value received from the other end, which will execute the complementary expression
c1.sendIf(..){...}{...}. The ﬁrst branch of the Seller’s conditional contains a nested connect in line 25, viawhich the product
details are sent to the Shipper, followed by the actual runtime channel that was substituted for c1 when the outer connect
took place; the latter is sent through the construct c2.sendS(c1), which realises higher-order session communication. Notice
that the code in lines 25–26 is within a spawn, which reduces to a new thread with the enclosed expression as its body.
The method delivery of class Shipper should now be clear, with the exception of c2.receiveS(x){..} which is dual to
c2.sendS(c1). In the ﬁrst expression, the received channel is bound to variable x.
The above example showshowMoose achieves deadlock-freedom:wheneverwehave c.send(v), eventually an expression
of the shape c.receive will appear in some other thread, unless the thread diverges, or a null pointer exception is thrown,
or there is a nested connect instruction waiting for the dual connect instruction. Likewise for the other communication
expressions. By these progress conditions, no session will remain incomplete; see Examples 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6. For the precise
deﬁnition of progress see Theorem 7.10.
3. A concurrent object oriented language with sessions.
In Fig. 4, we describe the syntax of Moose. We distinguish user syntax, i.e., source level code, and runtime syntax, which
includes null pointer exceptions, threads, and heaps. The syntax is based on FJ [37] with the addition of imperative and
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Fig. 3. Code for the buyer, seller, and shipper.
communication primitives similar to those from [3,6,21,32,34,51]. We designed Moose as a multi-threaded concurrent
language for simplicity of presentation; note however that Moose can easily be extended to model distribution; see
Section 9.
Channels. We distinguish shared channels and live channels. Shared channels have not yet been connected; they are used
to decide if two threads can communicate, in which case they are replaced by fresh live channels. After a connection has
been created the channel is live; data may be transmitted through such active channels only. The types of Moose enforce
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Fig. 4. Syntax, where syntax occurring only at runtime appears shaded .
the condition that there are exactly two threads which contain occurrences of the same live channel: we call it bilinearity
condition. This is proved in Lemma 7.8.
User syntax. The metavariable t ranges over types for expressions, ρ ranges over running session types, C ranges over class
names, and s ranges over shared session types. Each shared session type s has one corresponding dual, denoted s , which is
obtained by replacing each ! (output) by ? (input) and vice versa. We introduce the full syntax of types in Section 6, Fig. 8.
Class and method declarations are as expected.
The ﬁrst nine productions for expressions, e , e ′, are standard for concurrent object oriented programming, and represent
the receiver (this), amethodparameter (x), a value (v), a sequence of expressions (e;e′), ﬁeld assignment (e.f = e′), ﬁeld access
(e.f), method call (e.m(e˜)), object creation (new C), and spawning of a new thread (spawn { e }). The remaining productions
are related to session creation and communication: ﬁrst, the channel constructor new (s , s ), which builds a fresh shared
channel used to establish a private session; next, the communication expressions, i.e., connect u s {e } and all the remaining
session expressions. The reason for declaring both s and s in the channel constructor is that we want to stress that the fresh
created channel can replace two variables of types s and s , respectively, in order to establish a private communication, see
Example 4.1.
The values are channels, null, and the literals true and false. Thread creation is declared using spawn { e }, in which the
expression e is called the thread body.
The expression connect u s {e } starts a session: the channel u appears within the term {e } in session communications
that agree with session type s . The remaining eight expressions, which realise the exchanges of data, are called session
expressions, and start with “u ._”; we call u the subject of such expressions. In Fig. 4 and in the explanations below, session
expressions are pairwise coupled: we say that expressions in the same pair andwith the same subject are dual to each other;
e.g., c3.send(true) and c3.receive are dual expressions.
The ﬁrst pair is for exchange of values (which can be shared channels): u .receive receives a value via u , while u .send (e )
evaluates e and sends the result over u . The second pair expresses live channel exchange : in u .receiveS (x ){e } the received
channel will be bound to x within the expression e , in which x is used for communications. The expression u .sendS (u ′)
sends the channel u ′ over u . The third pair is for conditional communication: u .receiveIf {e }{e ′} receives a boolean value
via channel u , and if it is true continues with e , otherwise with e ′; the expression u .sendIf (e ){e ′}{e ′′} ﬁrst evaluates the
boolean expression e , then sends the result via channel u and if the result was true continueswith e ′, otherwisewith e ′′. The
fourth is for iterative communication: the expression u .receiveWhile {e } receives a boolean value via channel u , and if it is
true continueswith e and iterates, otherwise ends; the expression u .sendWhile (e ){e ′} ﬁrst evaluates the boolean expression
e , then sends its result via channel u and if the result was true continues with e ′ and iterates, otherwise ends.
We do not deﬁne the standard iteration and conditional statements, as these can be straightforwardly encoded in our
calculus. For example while(e){e′} can be simulated by c .sendWhile (e ){e ′}, assuming a session over c and the expression
c .receiveWhile {null } in another thread. Similarly for the conditional using c .sendIf (e ){e ′}{e ′′}. Also the general branch/select
constructors are easily encoded inMoose and so we left them out to avoid syntactic sugar.
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Finally, we do not include primitives for recursive sessions. This allows a simpler presentation, and more importantly, it
enables us to formulate the progress property of our calculus based on a non-interleaving restriction (see Section 5); with
recursion, simply nested sessions, which we allow, would clearly result in interleaved traces after unfolding in the inner
scope.
Runtime syntax. The runtime syntax (shown shaded in Fig.4) extends the user syntax: it extends values to allow for object
identiﬁers o , which denote references to instances of classes; adds NullExc to expressions, denoting the null pointer error;
ﬁnally, introduces threads running in parallel. Single and multiple threads are ranged over by P, P′. The expression P | P′ says
that P and P′ are running in parallel.
4. Operational semantics
This section presents the operational semantics of Moose, which is inspired by the standard small step call-by-value
reduction of Featherweight Java [46], extended with imperative features, as e.g., in [45], and following the style of [3] and
mainly that of [21]. We only discuss the more interesting rules. First we list the evaluation contexts .
E ::= [ ] | E .f | E; e | E .f := e | o .f := E | E.m (e˜ ) | o .m (v˜ , E, e˜ )
| c .send (E) | c .sendIf (E){e }{e ′}
Notice that connect c s {E}, c .receiveS (x ){E}, c .sendIf (e ){E}{e }, c .sendIf (e ){e }{E}, c .receiveIf {E}{e }, c .receiveIf {e }{E},
c .receiveWhile {E}, and c .sendWhile (e ){E} are not evaluation contexts: the ﬁrst would allow session bodies to run before the
start of the session; the second would allow execution of an expression waiting for a live channel before actually receiving
it; the remaining would allow parts of a conditional or iterative session to run before determining which branch should be
selected, or whether the iteration should continue.
Fig.5 deﬁnes auxiliary functions used in the operational semantics and typing rules. As in [37], we assume a ﬁxed, global
class table. The classObject does not have ﬁelds/methods and his declaration does not occur in the class table. The decoration◦◦ ∈ {,⊕} in the function mtype will be motivated in Example 5.5.
Objects and channels are stored in heaps, whose syntax is given by:
h ::= [ ] | h :: [o → (C, f˜ :v )] | h ::c .
Heaps, ranged over h, are built inductively using the heap composition operator ‘::’, and contain mappings of object
identiﬁers to instances of classes, and channels. In particular, a heap will contain the set of fresh objects and channels,
both shared and live, that have been created since the beginning of execution, and the shared channels appearing free in
the initial user program. The heap produced by composing h :: [o → (C, f˜ :v )] will map o to the object (C, f˜ :v ), where C is
the class name and f˜ :v is a representation for the vector of distinct mappings from ﬁeld names to their values for this
instance. The heap produced by composing h ::c will contain the fresh channel c . Heap membership for object identiﬁers
and channels is checked using standard set notation, we therefore write it as o ∈ h and c ∈ h, respectively. Heap update for
objects is written h[o → (C, f˜ :v )], and ﬁeld update is written (C, f˜ :v )[f → v ]. Heap composition is undeﬁned if the added
object’s identiﬁer (or the channel) is already in the heap; heap update is undeﬁned if the updated object’s identiﬁer is not
in the heap.
An object identiﬁer o (channel c ) is said to be fresh in heap hwhen o 	∈ h (c 	∈ h). This condition, formalised in Lemma 7.5,
guarantees that newly created objects and channels are not already used anywhere in a well-typed conﬁguration.
Expressions. Fig.6 shows the rules for execution of expressions which correspond to the sequential part of the language.
These are standard [5,22,37], except for the addition of a fresh shared channel to the heap (rule NewS). In rule NewC the
auxiliary function ﬁelds(C) examines the class table and returns the ﬁeld declarations for C. The method invocation rule is
Meth; the auxiliary function mbody(m ,C) looks up m in the class C, and returns a pair consisting of the formal parameter
names and the method’s code. The result is the method body where the keyword this is replaced by the receiver’s object
identiﬁer o , and the formal parameters x˜ are replaced by the actual parameters v˜ . Note that the replacement of this by o
cannot lead to unwanted behaviours since the receiver cannot change during execution of the method body.
Threads. The reduction rules for threads are shown in Fig.7. Rule Struct gives standard structural equivalence rules of the
π-calculus [41], written ≡. This equivalence is used in rule Str. We deﬁnemulti-step reduction as: →→def= (−→ ∪ ≡)*.
In rule Spawn, when spawn { e } is the active redex within an arbitrary evaluation context, the thread body e becomes a
new thread, and the original spawn expression is replaced by null in the context.
Rule Connect describes the opening of sessions: if two threads require a session on the same channel name c with
dual session types, then a new fresh channel c ′ is created and added to the heap. The freshness of c ′ guarantees privacy and
bilinearity of the session communication between the two threads. Finally, the two connect expressions are replaced by their
respective session bodies, where the shared channel c has been substituted by the live channel c ′. Note that all channels
which occur in a well-typed thread occur also in any well-formed heap which agrees with the thread, see Lemma 7.5.
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Fig. 5. Lookup functions.
Fig. 6. Expression reduction.
Rule ComS gives simple session communication: value v is sent by one thread and received by another. Rule ComSS
formalises the act of delegating a session. One thread awaits to receive a live channel, which will be bound to the variable
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Fig. 7. Thread reduction.
x within the expression e , and another thread is ready to send such a channel. Notice that when the channel is exchanged,
the receiver spawns a new thread to handle the consumption of the delegated session. This strategy is necessary in order to
avoid deadlocks in the presence of circular paths of session delegation; see Example 4.4.
In rules ComSIf-true and ComSIf-false, depending on the value of the boolean, execution proceedswith either the ﬁrst or
the second branch. Rule CommSWhile simply expresses the iteration by means of the conditional. This operation allows to
repeat a sequence of actionswithin a single session,which is convenientwhen describing practical communication protocols
(see [11,13,21]).
The following examples justify some aspects of our operational semantics.
Example 4.1. Motivates the inclusion of new channel creation in the language.
We extend the example of Fig. 3 with this extra functionality: the Buyer should receive notiﬁcation when – after the
session ﬁnishes – the goods are dispatched from the warehouse.
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This requires a call-back session, a reversal of roles in which the service decides when to establish a connection with the
waiting client. Because the call-back continues a previous session, it should be established over a shared channel agreed by,
and unique to, the original participants. This, in turn, requires the ability to generate fresh shared channels, which can be
distributed before the end of the initial session.
The Shipper can be modiﬁed, with the following code inserted at line 40, extending the original protocol:
40 x.send( delivDetails ); // }
41 // Create call-back channel with
42 // s = begin.!DeliveryDate.end
43 (s ,s ) y := new (s ,s );
44 // send y to "Warehouse" over c3, uses s
45 connect c3 begin.!DeliveryDetails.!s .end {
46 c3.send( delivDetails ); c3.send( y ); }
47 x.send( y ); } // send y to "Buyer", uses s
48 ...
In the above, a new fresh channel is created at line 43, with a session type allowing the exchange of a DeliveryDate object.
This channel is then distributed to the Warehouse (code not shown), at lines 45 and 46, and Buyer, at line 47. Now, the Buyer
can wait for the Warehouse to connect, at some point, and provide the exact delivery date, over the channel shared uniquely
by the two.
Example 4.2. Demonstrates how server objects can be modelled using sessions and thread creation via spawn.
Again, we extend the example of Fig. 3, enabling a Seller object to serve multiple Buyer requests concurrently. This is
shown below, where e represents the original session body of Fig. 3, lines 19–27:
16 class Seller {
17 void sell() {
18 while( true ) {
19 connect c1 BuyProduct {
20 spawn{ e }; // Thread with original
21 // session body
22 } /* End connect */
23 } /* End while */
24 } /* End method sell */
25 }
In the above, we ﬁrst placed the body of method sell inside a non-terminating loop, allowing clients to be served in
sequence. However, after a connection with a Buyer has been established, we do not want other buyers to have to wait until
the previous session is complete. Instead, we allocate a new thread for each connection, by placing the original session body
e within a spawn at line 20. Using this code, after a connection is made, a new thread is dispatched to execute the session
body, and the Seller’s code can iterate and connect with another client immediately.
Example 4.3. Demonstrates the use of iterative sessions.
As before, we extend the example of Fig. 3, this time to allow a Buyer to order more than one product per invocation of
method buy. The code replacing the original from line 5 onwards is as follows:
5 void buy( String[] prodID, double[] maxPrice ) {
6 connect c1 BuyProduct{
7 int i := 0;
8 c1.sendWhile( i++ < prodID.length ) {
9 c1.send( prodID[i] );
10 // was price accepted?
11 c1.send( c1.receive <= maxPrice[i] ); }
12 // Now send address, and get delivery
13 // details, as done originally ...
14 } /* End connect */
15 } /* End method buy */
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First, the signature of buy is changed to expect array arguments – we use arrays and other language features which are
not deﬁned in our language, but which are orthogonal to sessions. Second, at lines 8–11 we implement an iterative session
part: at line 8, we require that the session part iterates as long as there are products in the array given as argument; at line
9, we send the current product identiﬁer, based on the index i; then, at line 11, we receive a price quote, compare it to the
maximum acceptable price for the item, and send the boolean result back to the Seller, so that the item can be added to, or
ignored from, the order. When the iterations are ﬁnished, after line 11, the protocol would continue along the same lines as
the original – but we omit this code.
Example 4.4. Demonstrates the reason for the deﬁnition of rule ComSS which creates a new thread out of the expression
in which the sent channel replaces the channel variable. A more natural and simpler formulation of this rule would avoid
spawning a new thread:
E1[c .receiveS (x ){e }] | E2[c .sendS (c ′)],h −→ E1[e [c ′/x ]] | E2[null ],h
However, using the above version of the rule, and assuming session types s1 and s2, deﬁned as s1=begin.?int.end, and
s2=begin.?(!int.end).end, parallel execution of the threads P1 and P2 shown below reduces to
c ′1.send (5) ; c ′1.receive | null, h ::c ′1
where c ′
1
is the fresh live channel that replaced c 1 when the connectionwas established. Notice that both ends of the session
are in one thread, so the last conﬁguration is stuck.
1 connect c1 s1 {
2 connect c2 s2 {
3 c2.receiveS(x) { x.send(5)} };
4 c1.receive
5 }
P1
1 connect c1 s1 {
2 connect s2 {
3 c2.sendS(c1)
4 }
5 }
P2
5. Motivating the design of the type system
This section discusses the key ideas behind the type system introduced in Section 6 with some examples, focusing on
type preservation and progress.
Type preservation. In order to achieve subject reduction, we need to ensure that at any time during execution, no more than
two threads have access to the same live channel, and also, that no thread has aliases (i.e., more than one reference) to a live
channel.
Example 5.1. Demonstrates that bilinearity is required for type preservation, and that in order to guarantee bilinearity we
need to restrict aliases on live channels. Assume in the following, that we allowed live channels to be stored in ﬁelds, and
that in the threads P1, P2, and P3 the ﬁeld accesses o 1.f 1, o 2.f 2, and o 3.f 3 all point to the same live channel c in heap h.
P1︷ ︸︸ ︷
o 1.f 1.send (3); o 1.f 1.send (true) |
P2︷ ︸︸ ︷
o 2.f 2.send (4); o 2.f 2.send (false)
| o 3.f 3.receive ; o 3.f 3.receive︸ ︷︷ ︸
P3
, h
It is clear that P3 expects to receive ﬁrst an integer and then a boolean via channel c ; but P3 could communicate ﬁrst with P1
and then with P2 (or vice versa) receiving two integers, destroying the intended sequence of communication between the
two original partners of the session. To avoid the creation of aliases on live channels, we do not allow live channel types to
be used as the types of ﬁelds, nor do we allow more than one live channel parameter in methods.
Example 5.2. Demonstrates that guaranteeing bilinearity requires restrictions on sending/receiving live channels. In the
following, assuming that the three threads, P1, P2, and P3 could be typed, for some s 1 and s 2,
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1 connect c1 s 1 {
2 connect c2 s 2 {
3 c2.sendS(c1) };
4 c1.receive }
P1
1 connect c1 s 1 {
2 c1.receive;
3 c1.send(3)
4 }
P2
1 connect c2 s 2 {
2 c2.receiveS(x){ x.send(4) }
3 }
P3
then, starting with a heap h, the above three threads in parallel reduce to:
c ′1.receive | c ′1.receive ; c ′1.send (3) | c ′1.send (4), h ::c ′1 ::c ′2
where c ′
1
and c ′
2
are the fresh live channels that replaced, respectively, c 1 and c 2 when the sessions began. Clearly, this
conﬁguration violates the bilinearity condition.
We therefore need a notion of whether a live channel has been consumed, i.e., whether it cannot be further used for the
communication of values. There is no explicit user syntax for consuming channels. Instead, channels are implicitly consumed
(1) at the end of a connection, (2) when they are sent over a channel, and (3) when they are used within spawn. However,
types do distinguish consumed channels using the end sufﬁx; this condition originates from [34,51]. This allows us to know if
a live channel passed as parameter in a method call will be consumed or not by the execution of the method body. In Section
6.1, we show that P1 is type incorrect for any s 1 and s 2.
Progress. in Moose means that indeﬁnite waiting may only happen at the point where a connection is required, and in
particular when the dual of a connect is missing. In other words, there will never be a deadlock at the communication points
on live channels. This can only be guaranteed if the communications are always processed in a given order, i.e., if there is no
interleaving of sessions.
Example 5.3. Shows how a well-behaved program can be rejected by our type system, to ensure general progress.
1 connect c1 begin.!int.end {
2 connect c2 begin.?int.end
3 {
4 c1.send(3); c2.receive}
5 }
P1
1 connect c1 begin.?int.end {
2 connect c2 begin.!int.end
3 {
4 c1.receive; c2.send(5)}
5 }
P2
In the above the interleaved communications on channels c 1 and c 2 would reach completion; however, as the next
example shows, a small modiﬁcation in the order of communications – which is undetected at the type level – can result in
a deadlocked state.
Example 5.4. Demonstrates how session interleaving may cause deadlocks.
1 connect c1 begin.!int.end {
2 connect c2 begin.?int.end
3 {
4 c1.send(3); c2.receive}
5 }
P1
1 connect c1 begin.?int.end {
2 connect c2 begin.!int.end
3 {
4 c2.send(5); c1.receive}
5 }
P2
In the above example, we have indeﬁnite waiting after establishing the connection, because P1 cannot progress unless P2
reaches the statement c 1.receive , and P2 cannot progress unless P1 reaches the statement c 2.receive , and so we have a
deadlock at a communication point. A similar deadlock between live channels has been investigated in the context of linear
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and behavioural types of mobile processes, e.g., [38,53]. Note that nesting of sessions does not affect progress. Let us consider
the following processes:
P′
1
= connect c 1 begin.?int .end{c 1.receive ; connect c 2 begin.!int .end{c 2.send (5)}}
P′
2
= connect c 1 begin.!int .end{c 1.send (3); connect c 2 begin.?int .end{c 2.receive }}
P′
3
= connect c 1 begin.!int .end{connect c 2 begin.?int .end{c 2.receive }; c 1.send (3)}.
Parallel execution of P′
1
and P′
2
does not cause deadlock, while parallel execution of P′
1
with P′
3
does, but it does so at the
connection point for c 2. However, such deadlock is acceptable, since it would disappear if we placed a suitable connect in
parallel.
In order to avoid interleaving at live channels, we require that within each “scope” no more than one live channel can
be used for communication; we call this the “hot set." The formal deﬁnition can be found in Section 6. The hot set offers a
simpler typing system than those based on behavioural types [38,53] which need to keep track of dependencies between
channels.
In Section 6.1, we will show that P1 and P2 are type incorrect.
The following, similar, example justiﬁes the requirement that also spawned processes use the current hot channel for
communication.
1 connect c1 begin.!int.end {
2 connect c2 begin.?int.end{
3 spawn { c1.send(3);
4 spawn { c2.receive }
5 }
6 }
7 }
P3
1 connect c1 begin.?int.end {
2 connect c2 begin.!int.end{
3 spawn { c2.send(5);
4 spawn { c1.receive }
5 }
6 }
7 }
P4
Namely, execution of P3 | P4 starting with a heap h leads to
null | c ′1.send (3); spawn { c ′2.receive } | null | c ′2.send (5); spawn { c ′1.receive }, h ::c ′1 ::c ′2
which is deadlocked. As we will see, the type system makes P3 type incorrect.
Example 5.5. Demonstrates that in order to avoid deadlocks, we also need to take into account the live channels used to
send and receive inside the method bodies. Consider a method m of class C with a parameter x of type ?int.end and body
x.receive. In this case, the two threads P1 and P2 below in parallel, starting with a heap h, reduce to
c ′2.send (3); c ′1.send (5)|c ′1.receive ; c ′2.receive , h ::c ′1 ::c ′2
1 connect c1 begin.!int.end {
2 connect c2 begin.!int.end {
3 c2.send(3)
4 };
5 c1.send(5)
6 }
P1
1 connect c1 begin.?int.end {
2 connect c2 begin.?int.end {
3 new C.m(c1);
4 c2.receive
5 }
6 }
P2
In order to avoid problems like the above, we require that the only channel used for sending and receiving in the method
body to be the ﬁrst channel parameter, if any, and we decorate the method type with the superscript ⊕ to indicate that the
method body may send or receive on the ﬁrst channel parameter; and  to indicate that the method body does not send or
receive on any of the channel parameters.
Example 5.6. Demonstrates that allowing live channels in the body of a channel receive expression may destroy progress.
We assume session types s 1=begin.!int.end and s 2=begin.!(!int.end).end.
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Fig. 8. Syntax of types.
1 connect c1 s 1 {
2 connect c2 s 2 {
3 c2.sendS(c1) };
4 }
P1
1 connect c1 s 1 {
2 connect c2 s 2 {
3 c2.receiveS(x){
4 x.send(3);
5 connect c3 s 1 {
6 c3.sendS(c1)
7 };
8 };
9 }
P2
Starting with a heap h, the two threads above reduce to a deadlock at a communication point
c ′1.send (3); connect c 3 s {c 3.sendS (c ′1)}, h ::c ′1 ::c ′2
Discussion. In this section, we showed how the aim to guarantee progress drove the design of the type system, and how this
aim imposed some conditions on the use of live channels.
We believe that these conditions are not that restrictive. First, we can represent most of the communication protocols in
the session types literature, as well as traditional synchronisation [42, Section 3], while at the same time ensuring progress.
Second, since these conditions are only essential for progress, if we remove hot sets from typing judgements, and we allow
multiple live channel parameters in methods, we will obtain a more relaxed type system which allows deadlock on live
channels, but still preserves type safety.
6. Type system
Types. The full syntax of types is given in Fig.8.
Partial session types, ranged over by π , represent sequences of communications, where ε is the empty communication,
and π1.π2 consists of the communications in π1 followed by those in π2. We use † as a convenient abbreviation that ranges
over {!, ?}. The partial session types !t and ?t express, respectively, the sending and reception of a value of type t .
The conditional partial session type has the shape †〈π1 ,π2 〉. When † is !, †〈π1 ,π2 〉 describes sessionswhich send a boolean
value and proceed with π1 if the value is true, or π2 if the value is false; when † is ?, the behaviour is the same, except that
the boolean that determines the branch is to be received instead. The iterative partial session type †〈π〉* describes sessions
that, respectively, send or receive a boolean value, and if that value is true continue with π , iterating, while if the value is
false, continue to the following partial session types, if any.
The partial session types !(η) and ?(η) represent the exchange of a live channel, and therefore of an active session, with
remainingcommunicationsdeterminedby theendedsession typeη. Note that typing the live channelbyη insteadofπ ensures
that this channel is no longer used in the sending thread. In fact each successive use of the channel should concatenate η
with a not empty running session type, but this concatenation is not allowed, see Deﬁnition 6.1. Example 5.2 showswhy this
is necessary.
An ended session type, η, is a partial session type concatenated eitherwith end orwith a conditionalwhose branches in turn
arebothended session types. It expresses a sequenceof communicationswith its termination, i.e., no further communications
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on that channel are allowed at the end. A conditional ended session type allows to type spawns or connects in the branches.
For example, the channel c1 in the body of method sell in Fig.3 cannot be typed by
begin.?String.!double.?<!Address.?DeliveryDetails,ε>.end
because the branching in line 23 contains a spawn.
We use ρ to range over both partial session types and ended session types: we call it a running session type.
A shared session type, s , starts with the keyword begin and has one or more endpoints, denoted by end. Between the start
and each ending point, a sequence of session parts describe the communication protocol. The shared session type sch is used
for those shared channels that are free in a thread, and which can be used according to any type respecting the (dynamic)
duality check of rule Connect (Fig. 7). The typing rules ensure that this type cannot be used directly to describe a session,
but it is necessary for deﬁning freshness of channels.
A session type θ is a running session type, possibly preﬁxed by begin, so possibly a shared session type, or . We use 
when typing threads, to indicate the type of a channel which is being used by two threads in complementary ways.
Standard types, t , are either class identiﬁers (C), or booleans (bool ), or shared session types (s ), or pairs of shared session
types with their duals (i.e., (s , s )).
Each session type θ except for  has a corresponding dual, denoted θ , which is obtained as follows:
• ? =! ! =?
• begin.ρ = begin.ρ
• π.end = π.end π. †〈η1, η2〉 = π.†〈η1, η2〉
• ε = ε †t = †t †(η) = †(η)
†〈π1,π2〉 = †〈π1,π2〉 †〈π〉* = †〈π〉* π1.π2 = π1.π2
Note that, in the fourth line, the type of the value to be sent (received) in output (input) is not dualised, as it should be
the same for both sides of a session. The same applies to the communication of live channels. Also, observe that duality is an
involution, i.e., θ = θ .
Type system. We type expressions and threads with respect to a ﬁxed, global class table CT, as reﬂected in the rules of Fig.9
which deﬁnewell-formed standard types. ByD(CT)we denote the domain of the class table CT, i.e., the set of classes declared
in CT. We assume CT satisﬁes some usual sanity conditions as in FJ [37].1 In the same ﬁgure, we also deﬁne subtyping, <:,
on class names: we assume that the subtyping between classes is acyclic as in [37]. In addition, we have (s , s ) <: s and
(s , s ) <: s , as in standard π-calculus channel subtyping rules [33]: a channel on which both communication directions are
allowed may also transmit data following only one of the two directions.
The typing judgement for threads has two environments, i.e., has the shape:
;  P : thread
where the standard environment  associates standard types to this, parameters, objects, and shared channels, while the
session environment contains only judgements for live channel names and channel variables. Fig.9 deﬁneswell formedness
of standard and session environments, where the domain of an environment is deﬁned as usual and denoted byD().
As we already discussed in Example 5.4, in order to avoid session interleaving, we need to distinguish the unique (if any)
channel identiﬁer currently used to communicate data. Therefore we record a third set, the hot setS, which is either empty,
or contains a single channel identiﬁer belonging to the session environment. Thus, the typing judgement for expressions has
the shape:
;;S  e : t
whereS is either ∅ or {u } with u ∈D().
We adopt the convention that typing rules are applicable only when the session environments in the conclusions are
deﬁned.
Expressions. The typing rules for expressions are given in Figs. 10 and 11. Looking at these rules two observations on hot sets
are immediate:
• in all rules except Conn, ReceiveS,Weak, andWeakB the hot sets of all the premises and of the conclusion coincide;
• in all rules whose conclusion is a session expression the hot set of the conclusion is the subject of the session expression.
These two conditions ensure that if rule WeakB is not applied in deriving the type of an expression or thread, then all
communications use the same live channel, and therefore sessions are not interleaved. This is proved in Lemma 7.9.
In rule Conn the ended session type becomes shared, and therefore in the conclusion the hot set is empty.
The condition η 	= ε.end in rules SendS and ReceiveS ensures that the exchanged channels have not yet been consumed.
This requirement simpliﬁes the progress proof, since it guarantees that all live channels have a type different from 	.end (see
1 Note, that we could easily have extended the syntax to allow dynamic class creation, but this is orthogonal to session typing.
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Fig. 9. Standard types, subtyping, and environments.
Lemma B.2(1)). Since u .receiveS (x ){e } in rule ReceiveS receives along the live channel u a channel that will replace x , the
hot set of the premise is {x }, while that of the conclusion is {u }. Example 5.6 justiﬁes the requirement that x is the only live
channel of e.
Lastly, ruleWeak replaces an empty hot set by a set containing an arbitrary element.
Notice that, in the derivation of a judgment of the shape ; ∅;S  e : t (i.e., where the session environment is empty)
the type ruleWeakB has never been used. This is so, because after using ruleWeakB the session environment will contain
a premise whose predicate is a session type starting with begin, and rules Conn, ReceiveS cannot discharge such a kind of
premises. See the discussion on the typing of Example 5.4 in Subsection 6.1.
The session environments of the conclusions are obtained from those of the premises and possibly other session envi-
ronments using the concatenation operator, ◦, deﬁned below. The typing rules concatenate the session environments to take
into account the order of execution of expressions.
The concatenation of two channel types θ and θ ′ is the unique channel type (if it exists) which prescribes all the commu-
nications of θ followed by all those of θ ′. The concatenation only exists if θ is a partial session type possibly preﬁxed by begin,
and θ ′ is a running session type. The concatenation cancels meaningless ε, so, for example, ε◦ =. The extension to session
environments is straightforward. As usual, ⊥ stands for undeﬁned.
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Fig. 10. Typing rules for expressions I.
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Fig. 11. Typing rules for expressions II.
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Deﬁnition 6.1 (Concatenation).
• θ◦θ ′ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
θ if θ ′ = ε
θ ′ if θ = ε
θ.end if θ ′ = ε.end and
θ is a partial session type possibly preﬁxed by begin
begin.θ ′ if θ = begin.ε and θ ′ is a running session type
θ.θ ′ if θ is a partial session type possibly preﬁxed by begin
and θ ′ is a running session type
⊥ otherwise.
•  \ ′ = {u :(u ) | u ∈D() \D(′)}
• ◦′ =
⎧⎨⎩
 \ ′ ∪ ′ \  ∪ {u :(u ) ◦ ′(u ) | u∈D()∩D(′)}
if ∀u∈D()∩D(′) : (u ) ◦ ′(u ) /= ⊥;
⊥ otherwise.
In the above deﬁnition, we avoided the occurrence of meaningless ε, e.g., we never create the session type !bool .ε. This is
why the deﬁnition considers several different cases. An alternative would allow the occurrence of meaningless ε, and would
consider session types which differ for ε occurrences as equivalent.
In the following, we discuss the most interesting typing rules for expressions.
Rule Spawn requires that all sessions used by the spawned thread are ﬁnally consumed, i.e., they are all ended session
types. This is necessary in order to preserve the bilinearity condition, e.g., avoid conﬁguartions such as spawn { c .send (1) };
c .send (true). To guarantee the consumption we deﬁne:
ended() = ∀u :θ ∈ . θ is an ended session type.
For example, ended({c :?bool .end, c ′ : !〈?bool .end, !bool .end〉}) holds, while, on the other hand ended({c :?bool }) does not hold.
Rules MethMinus and MethPlus retrieve the type of the method m from the class table using the auxiliary function
mtype(m ,C). The session environments of the premises are concatenated with {u 1 :ρ1, . . . , um :ρm}, which represents the
communication protocols of the live channels u 1, . . . , um during the execution of themethod body. RuleMethMinus requires
the hot sets of all the premises and of the conclusion to be the same. Rule MethPlus expects the actual parameter u 1 to be
a channel identiﬁer that will be used within the method body directly as if it was part of an open session. Therefore the hot
sets of all the premises and of the conclusion must be {u 1}. We call u 1 the subject of the method call. So a call of methods
whose type is decorated by ⊕ has a subject, while a call of methods by  has no subject.
Rule Conn ensures that a session body properly uses its unique channel according to the required session type. The ﬁrst
premise says that the channel identiﬁer used for the session (u ) can be typed with the appropriate shared session type
(begin.η). The second premise ensures that the session body can be typed in the restricted environment  \ u with a session
environment containing u :η and with hot set {u }.
Lastly, in rules ReceiveIF and SendIF both ρ1 and ρ2 are either partial session types or ended session types – this is
guaranteed by the syntax of conditional session types (see Fig.8).
We discuss the non-structural rules in Subsection 6.1.
Class tables. Fig.12 deﬁnes well-formed class tables. Note that we expect the selection of the◦◦ in the method type lookup
function mtype(.., ..) to correctly pick between  and ⊕ so as to satisfy rules MMinus–ok and MPlus–ok, which type-
check the method bodies with respect to a class C taking as environments the association between formal parameters and
their types and the association between this and C. These rules differ in the hot sets used to type the method bodies; thus
MPlus–ok allows a receive or send on the ﬁrst channel parameter, while MMinus–ok does not allow any send or receive
on the channel parameters.
In keeping with [37], we leave implicit the requirement that methods are not overloaded, i.e., that no method is deﬁned
more than once in a class body, and that no ﬁeld is declared more than once in a class hierarchy. Also in keeping with [37],
we explicitly require that method overriding preserves the type of the overridden method.
Thread. In the typing rules for threads, we need to take into account that the same channel can occur with dual types in
the session environments of two premises. For this reason we compose the session environments of the premises using the
parallel composition, ||.
Deﬁnition 6.2. We deﬁne parallel composition, ||, on session types and on session environments as follows:
θ ||θ ′ =
{ if θ = θ ′
⊥ otherwise.
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Fig. 12. Well-formed class tables.
Fig. 13. Typing rules for threads.
||′ =
⎧⎨⎩
 \ ′ ∪ ′ \  ∪ {u :(u ) || ′(u ) | u∈D()∩D(′)}
if ∀u∈D()∩D(′) : (u ) || ′(u ) /= ⊥
⊥ otherwise.
Note that  ||θ = θ || = ⊥.
Using the operator || the typing rules for processes are straightforward (see Fig.13). Rule Start promotes an expression to
the thread level; and rule Par types a composition of threads if the composition of their session environments is deﬁned.
Inwriting session environmentswe assume the following operator precedence: , ◦ ||. For example0, c : π◦1||2 is short
for ((0, c : π)◦1)||2.
6.1. Justifying examples
In this subsection, we discuss the typing of the threads shown in Section 5 and we also give examples justifying the
non-structural rules, except for rule Subwhich is obvious.
Example 5.1. The thread P1|P2 is not typable since the parallel composition of the corresponding session environments is
undeﬁned.
Example 5.2. The thread P1 cannot be typed since:
• the expression in line 3 can only be typed by rule SendS which requires for the sent channel c 1 a live channel type
terminating by end in the session environment;
• the expression in line 4 can only be typed by rule Receivewhich requires also a live channel type different from ε for the
channel c 1 in the session environment;
• to type the composition of these two expressions, Seq requires the concatenation of the corresponding session envi-
ronments to be deﬁned, but this is false since a type terminating by end cannot be concatenated to a live channel type
different from ε.
Examples 5.3 and 5.4. Neither thread can be typed. For example, to type the expressions in line 3 in P1 using rules Send,
and Receive, {c 1} and {c 2} should be the hot sets, respectively. Notice that rule Seq requires the premises to share the same
hot set. We could use rulesWeakES andWeakB to force the hot set of the ﬁrst premise to be {c 2}, but then rule Connwould
not be applicable to type the whole expression P1.
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Fig. 14. A type derivation using rulesWeakES andWeak.
Fig. 15. A type derivation using ruleWeakB.
Example 5.5. It is clear from rulesMethMinus andMethPlus that the hot sets of the receivers, of the actual parameters and
of the method bodies cannot be two different live channels.
6.1.1. Use of non-structural rules
RuleWeakES, where ES stands for empty session, is necessary to add a channel to a session environment and ruleWeak
is used to specify a hot set. Look for example at the typing of c .send (true), as shown in Fig.14.
With rule WeakES we can derive ∅; {c :ε}; ∅  null : thread and then with rules Start and Par we can derive ∅; {c :} 
null|null : thread . Since null|null ≡ null, in order to have type preservation under structural equivalence we need to be able to
also derive that ∅; {c :}  null : thread . This gives themotivation for rule Consume. The derivationworks as follows: use rules
Null, WeakES and WeakE to obtain ∅; {c :ε.end}; ∅  null :Object. Then, apply Consume and obtain ∅; {c :}; ∅  null :Object.
Then, apply Start and obtain ∅; {c :}  null : thread .
The design of rule Consume is delicate, andwe considered several alternatives.We chose to start from the predicate ε.end
for the same subject u , since this simpliﬁes the proof of Lemma 7.2 (see Appendix A). Moreover, we chose to design rule
Consume for expressions (and not for processes) since this gives us the property that ;  e : thread implies ;;S  e : t
for someS, t . This property signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes the proof of subject reduction.
Rule WeakE, where E stands for end, allows us to obtain ended session types as predicates of session environments,
as required in order to be able to apply rules Conn, Spawn, ReceiveS. For example, through application of True, Weak,
Send, we obtain ∅; {u :!bool }; {u }  u .send (true) :bool . Then, through application ofWeakEweobtain ∅; {u :!bool .end}; {u } 
u .send (true) :bool . Then, Spawn is applicable, and gives ∅; {u :!bool .end}; {u }  spawn { u .send (true) } :Object.
Rule WeakB, where B stands for begin, is necessary for type preservation under execution. For example, consider the
threads P1 and P2 deﬁned as follows:
1 connect c1 begin.!bool .end {
2 connect c2 begin.!bool .end {
3 c2.send(true) };
4 c1.send(false) }
P1
1 connect c1 begin.?bool .end {
2 connect c2 begin.?bool .end {
3 c2.receive };
4 c1.receive }
P2
Clearly, we can derive ∅; ∅  P1|P2 : thread .
Starting with a heap h, the above two threads in parallel reduce to:
c ′1.send (true) ; c ′2.send (false) | c ′1.receive ; c ′2.receive , h ::c ′1 ::c ′2
where c ′
1
and c ′
2
are the fresh live channels, that replaced, respectively, c 1 and c 2 when the sessions began. Fig. 15 shows a
typing for c ′
1
.receive ; c ′
2
.receive ; the ﬁrst rule on the right isWeakB.
7. Type safety and communication safety
We will consider only reductions of well-typed expressions and threads. We deﬁne agreement between environments
and heaps in the standard way and we denote it by ;  h. The judgment is deﬁned in Fig. 16. The judgment h  v : t
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Fig. 16. Types of runtime entities, and well-formed heaps.
guarantees that the runtime value v has type t . In rule HCha we use <: in order to write only one rule, which allows to
derive types of both shapes ((s , s ) and s ). For objects we take subclasses into consideration in rule HObj. The judgment
h  o guarantees that the object o is well formed, i.e., that its ﬁelds contain values according to the declared ﬁeld types in C,
the class of that object. The judgment ;  h guarantees that the heap is well formed for  and , i.e., that all objects are
well formed, all objects in the domain of  have a class which is a superclass of their declared class in h, all channels in the
domain of  and of  are channels in h.
We deﬁne ;;S  e ;h, as a shorthand for ;;S  e : t for some t and ;  h. Similarly ;  P;hmeans ; 
P : thread and ;  h.
7.1. Subject reduction
In this section, we outline the proof of subject reduction, while we give full details and proofs in Appendix A.
As usual, we use Generation Lemmas. The Generation Lemmas in this work are somewhat unusual, because, due to the
non-structural rules, when an expression is typed, we only can deduce some information about the session environment
and hot set used in the typing. For example, ;;S  x : t does not imply that  = ∅; instead, it implies that R() ⊆
{ε, ε.end, begin.ε.end, begin.ε}, whereR() is the range of .
In order to express the Generation Lemmas, we deﬁne the partial order  among pairs of session environments, and hot
sets, which basically reﬂects the differences introduced through the application of nonstructural rules.
Deﬁnition 7.1 (Weakening order ).
(1) ;S  ′;S′ is the smallest partial order such that:
• ;S  , u : ε;S if u /∈D(),
• , u : π;S  , u : π.end;S,
• , u : ε.end;S  , u :;S,
• ; ∅  ; {u },
• , c : ρ; {c }  , c : begin.ρ; ∅.
(2)   ′ if ;S  ′;S′ for someS,S′.
For example {c :?bool }; {c }  {c :begin.?bool , c ′ :↑↓}; ∅.
Lemma 7.2 states that the ordering relation  preserves the types of expressions, and is proven in Appendix A.
Lemma 7.2. If ;S  ′;S′ and ;;S  e : t , then ;′;S′  e : t .
Generation Lemmas for standard expressions, communication expressions, and processes are given in Appendix A (see
LemmasA.1–A.3) andmakeuseof the relation. For example,;;S  u .send ( e ) : t implies t = Object and;′; {u }  e : t
and ′◦{u : !t }; {u }  ;S.
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Lemma 7.3 states that the typing of E[e] can be broken down into the typing of e , and the typing of E[x ]. Furthermore,
, the environment used to type E[e ], can be broken down into two environments,  = 1◦2, where 1 is used to type e ,
and 2 is used to type E[x ]. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 7.3 (Subderivations).
If ;;S  E[e ] : t , then there exist 1,2, t ′, such that for all x fresh in E,,  = 1◦2, and ;1;S  e : t ′, and
, x : t ′;2;S  E[x ] : t .
On the other hand, Lemma7.4 allows the combination of the typings of E[x ] and the typing of e , provided that the contexts
1 and 2 used for the two typings can be composed through ◦, and that the type of e is the same as that of x in the ﬁrst
typing. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 7.4 (Context substitution). If;1;S  e : t ′,and, x : t ′;2;S  E[x ] : t ,and1◦2 is deﬁned, then;1◦2;S 
E[e ] : t .
Lemma 7.5 establishes a desirable property of freshness: for a well-typed expression (thread) and an associated well-
formed heap, if a channel or object identiﬁer occurs in the expression (thread), then it occurs in the heap too.
Lemma 7.5 (Fresh name).
(1) If ;;S  e ;h, then
(a) o ∈ e ⇒ o ∈ h;
(b) c ∈ e ⇒ o ∈ h.
(2) If ;  P;h, then
(a) o ∈ P ⇒ o ∈ h;
(b) c ∈ P ⇒ o ∈ h.
We now state the subject reduction theorem.
Theorem 7.6 (Subject reduction).
(1) ;;S  e : t , and ;  h, and e ,h −→ e ′,h′ imply ′;;S  e ′ : t , and ′;  h′, with  ⊆ ′.
(2) ;  P;h and P,h −→ P′,h′ imply ′;′  P;h′ with  ⊆ ′ and  ⊆ ′.
The proof, given in Appendix A, is by structural induction on the derivation e ,h −→ e ′,h′ or P,h −→ P′,h′. It uses the
Generation Lemmas, the Subderivations Lemma, and the Context Substitution Lemma, as well as further lemmas, stated and
proven in the appendix, and which deal with properties of the relation , of the operations ◦, and ||, and substitutions.
7.2. Communication safety
Even more interesting than subject reduction, are the following properties:
P1 (communication error freedom) no communication error can occur, i.e., there cannot be two sends or two receives on
the same channel in parallel in two different threads;
P2 (progress) typable threads can always progress unless one of the following situations occurs:
• a null pointer exception is thrown;
• there is a connect instruction waiting for the dual connect instruction.
P3 (communication-order preserving) after a session has begun the required communications are always executed in the
expected order.
In order to state P1, we add a new constant CommErr (communication error) to the syntax and the following rule to the
operational semantics:
E1[e ]|E2[e ′] −→ CommErr
if e and e ′ are session expressions with the same subject and are not dual of each other, – dual expressions were deﬁned on
p. 599. We can now prove that we never reach a state containing such incompatible expressions.
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Corollary 7.7 (CommErr freedom). Assume ;  P;h and P, ∅ →→ P′,h′. Then P′ does not contain CommErr , i.e., there does
not exist Q such that P ′ ≡ Q |CommErr .
The proof of the above corollary follows from the fact that a communication error only happens if two threads contain,
in evaluation positions, session expressions with the same subject, which are not dual of each other, and that the parallel
concatenation of such threads is not well typed. The rest is straightforward from the subject reduction theorem.
7.3. Progress
This subsection states the main result of this paper – the progress property P2 holds in our typing system. A summary of
the proof is given here; the full proof is relegated to Appendix B.
Properties P2 and P3 hold for a thread obtained by reducing a well-typed (from an empty session environment) closed
thread in which all expressions are user expressions.
We write
∏
0≤i<n e i for e 0 | e 1 | ... | e n−1 . We say a thread P is -initial if ; ∅  P : thread is derivable and the domain of
 contains only shared channels and P ≡∏0≤i<n e i where e i is a user expression.We denote by h the heapwhich contains
exactly the shared channels in the domain of . Notice that P -initial implies ; ∅  P;h , i.e., the heap h agrees with
-initial threads.
We start by formalising two crucial properties assured by our type system. The ﬁrst property is the bilinearity of live
channels.
Lemma 7.8. Assume P0 is -initial and P0,h →→ P,h. Then each live channel occurs exactly in two threads in P.
The second property assures that sessions are not interleavedwhen ruleWeakB is never applied. For stating this property
contexts are handy. As usual we add the hole [ ] to the syntax of expressions andwe say that a context is an expressionwhich
contains one hole (notation C[ ]). Clearly evaluation contexts (as deﬁned at p. 600) are particular contexts.
Lemma 7.9. If connect u s {e } is an expressionwhich is well typedwithout using ruleWeakB and e = C[e ′],where e ′ is a session
expression or a method call with subject u ′, then one of the following conditions holds:
(1) u = u ′;
(2) C[ ] = C1[connect u ′ s ′{C2[ ]}];
(3) C[ ] = C1[u ′′.receiveS (x ){C2[ ]}] and u ′ = x .
Theorem 7.10 (Progress). Assume P0 is -initial and P0,h →→ P,h. Then one of the following holds:.
• In P, all expressions are values, i.e., P ≡∏0≤i<n v i ;
• P,h −→ P′,h′;
• P contains a null pointer exception, i.e., P ≡ NullExc |Q ; or
• P stops with a connect waiting for its dual instruction, i.e., P ≡ E[connect c s {e }]|Q .
Proof outline.We show that execution of initial processes preserves the following properties
• each live channel occurs in exactly two threads;
• if e precedes e ′ in some thread (i.e., e will be executed before e ′), then all live channels in e are more recent than the
live channels in e ′ (we assume that channels created at runtime have a “time stamp” and can be distinguished according
to how recent they are).
We then argue that execution of initial processes leads to a conﬁguration which is either a sequence a values, or contains
a null pointer exception, or is waiting for a connect, or has at least one live channel. In the latter case, we chose the most
recent one, and ﬁnd the two threads in which the channel is live. Because execution preserves well typedness, we know that
the channel has dual types in the two threads. Because of this, if the threads are session expressions, we can show that they
can communicate. Otherwise, they can execute independently.
Appendix B contains the detailed proof.
Note that the Progress Theorem shows that threads can always communicate at live channels. From the above theorem,
immediately we get:
Corollary 7.11 (Completion of sessions). Assume P0 is -initial and P0,h →→ P,h. Suppose P ≡
∏
0≤i<n e i and irreducible.
Then either all e i are values (0 ≤ i < n ) or there is some j (0 ≤ j < n ) such that e j ∈ {NullExc , E[connect c s {e }]}.
Finally, we state themain property (P3) of our typing system. For this purpose, we deﬁne the partial order on session types
as follows.
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Deﬁnition 7.12 (Evaluation order). θ  θ ′ is the smallest partial order such that:
• ε  ρ;
• ρ  π.ρ;
• πi  †〈π1,π2〉 (i ∈ {1, 2});
• πi.ρ  †〈π1,π2〉.ρ (i ∈ {1, 2});
• ηi  †〈η1, η2〉 (i ∈ {1, 2});
• †〈π.〈π〉*, ε〉  〈π〉*;
• †〈π.〈π〉*, ε〉.ρ  〈π〉*.ρ;
• ρ  ρ′ implies begin.ρ  begin.ρ′.
The partial order  takes into account reduction as formalised in the following theorem: any conﬁguration E[e 0]|Q ,h
reachable from the initial conﬁguration and containing the irreducible session expression e 0, if it proceeds, then either
(1) it does so in the sub-thread Q , or
(2) Q contains an expression e ′
0
(dual of e 0), which
(a) interacts with e 0, and
(b) has a dual type at c , and
(c) then the type of channel c in the resulting process “correctly shrinks” as θ ′  θ .
Theorem 7.13 (Communication-order preservation). Let P0 be -initial. Assume that P0,h →→ E[e 0]|Q ,h −→ P′,h′ where e 0
is an irreducible session expression with subject c . Then:
(1) P′ ≡ E[e 0]|Q ′, or
(2) Q ≡ E′[e ′
0
]|R with e ′
0
dual of e 0 and
(a) E[e 0]|E′[e ′0]|R,h −→ e |e ′|R′,h′;
(b) ;, c : θ  E[e 0] : thread and ;′, c : θ  E′[e ′0] : thread ; and
(c) ; ˆ, c : θ ′  e : thread and ; ˆ′, c : θ ′  e ′ : thread with θ ′  θ.
8. Inference of session environments, hot sets, and session types for connect
Although the type system is ﬂexible enough to express interesting protocols, typing as described so far is somewhat
inconvenient, in that it requires the hot sets and the session environments to be assumed (or “guessed”). In this section, we
develop inference rules for expressions and threads which have the shape
  e : t [] ;S and   P : thread [] 
and which express that session environments and hot sets are derived rather than assumed.
For simplicity we only consider typing of initial threads, and therefore we do not allow to use ruleWeakB. This is enough,
since by the subject reduction Theorem we know that all threads obtained by reducing well-typed threads are well typed
too.
We extend the syntax of types with the standard type variables, ranged over by φ, which stand for standard types, and the
partial session type variables, ranged over byψ , which stand for partial session types. In this way, for each one of the syntactic
categories in Fig.8, we obtain a corresponding category of schemes, and similarly for the environments. We use for them the
same notational conventions. Notice that, since we do not allow to use rule WeakB, all predicates in session environment
schemes for typing expressions are running session type schemes.
Fig.17 gives some auxiliary operators on session environment schemes and hot sets. The ending operator,↓, appends if
meaningfulend to running session type schemes, propagates inside theﬁnal branches of conditional partial session types, and
does nothing otherwise. The ending operator generalises to session environment schemes in the expected way (see Fig.17).
The more interesting inference rules for the expressions and threads occupy Fig.18. Other rules are left to Appendix C.
The rules are applicable only if all sets in the conclusion are deﬁned.
As usual, the inference rules are structural, i.e., depend on the structure of the expression being typed; typically, the
inference system does not have rules likeWeak. Therefore, the inference rules must play also the role of the non-structural
typing rules.
RuleMethMinusI uses the union of hot sets to check if all hot sets are either the same or empty. In ruleMethPlusI all hot
sets of the premises must be either empty or just contain the running channel u 1.
Rule ReceiveI introduces a standard type variable, since we do not know the type of the data that will be received. Rule
SendSI introduces a partial session type variable, since we do not know the type of the channel that will be sent. We always
assume the introduced variables to be fresh, i.e., they cannot occur elsewhere in the current deduction.
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Fig. 17. Auxiliary operators for inference.
In rule ConnI we do not know if the session environment inferred for e contains a premise for u , for this reason we use
the extension of session environment schemes deﬁned in Fig.17.
An inference substitution, σ , maps standard type variables to standard type schemes, and partial session type variables to
partial session type schemes.We use an inference substitution in rule ConnI in order to unify the shared session type s with
begin.ρ↓, where ρ↓ being inferred may contain variables. That is, we require s = begin.σ (ρ↓). We prescribe the domain of σ
to be the set of type variables which occur in ρ.
We need some deﬁnitions for combining session environment schemes.
Given a ﬁnite set of pairs of standard type schemes and running session type schemes = {〈t i; t ′i〉 | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {〈ρj; ρ′j〉 |
1 ≤ j ≤ n}, an equality solver of  is an inference substitution σ such that we have σ(t i) = σ(t ′i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and either
σ(ρj) = σ(ρ′j), σ(ρj↓) = σ(ρ′j) or σ(ρj) = σ(ρ′j ↓) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The most general equality solver of , E(), is the solver σ such
that if σ ′ is a solver of , then there is an inference substitution σ ′′ such that σ = σ ′ ◦ σ ′′. It is routine to show that if a set
has a solver, then it also has the more general one. For example the most general equality solver σ of {〈φ; bool 〉, 〈?φ.end;ψ〉}
is deﬁned by σ(φ) = bool and σ(ψ) =?bool , while there is no solver for {〈φ; bool 〉, 〈?φ.end; ?int 〉}. The most general equality
solver is used in rules SendIfI (and ReceiveIfIwhich is left to Appendix C) in order to unify the types of the two branches.
Given a ﬁnite set of pairs of running session type schemes  = {〈ρi; ρ′i〉 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, a duality solver of  is an inference
substitution σ such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have either σ(ρi) = σ(ρ′i), σ(ρi↓) = σ(ρ′i), or σ(ρi) = σ(ρ′i ↓). The most general
duality solver D() is deﬁned similarly to the most general equality solver. For example the most general duality solver
σ of {〈?φ; !bool 〉, 〈!φ.end;ψ〉} is deﬁned by σ(φ) = bool and σ(ψ) =?bool .
We use the most general duality solver to deﬁne the parallel composition of session environment schemes as:
|||′ = σ( \D()) ∪ σ(′ \D()) ∪ {u :| u ∈D() ∩D(′)}
where σ = D({〈(u );′(u )〉 | u ∈D() ∩D(′)}). Therefore|||′ is undeﬁned if there is no duality solver of {〈(u );′(u )〉 |
u ∈D() ∩D(′)}.Weuse theparallel composition of session environment schemes in ruleParI. Notice that by construction
in the premises of this rule the set of type variables which occur in  and in ′ are disjoint.
Note that the inference of  does not rely onS, so that we can obtain the same result for the system withoutS.
As an example we show the inference for the thread P1 of Example 4.4 in Fig.20.
We can show that inference computes the least session environments and hot sets, as stated in the following theorem,
whose proof is given in Appendix C.We ﬁrst need to introduce an order on session types and on session environments which
takes into account the absence of weakening rules in the type inference. This order is a restriction of the weakening order of
Deﬁnition 7.1.
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Fig. 18. Selected inference rules for expressions.
Fig. 19. Inference rules for threads.
Deﬁnition 8.1 (Inference order).
(1) θθ ′ is the smallest partial order such that
• ππ.end, and
• ε.end.
(2) ′ iff ∀u∈D() : (u )′(u ), and ∀u∈D(′)\D() : ′(u ).
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Fig. 20. An example of inference.
Clearly, ′ implies   ′, but the vice versa is not true. For example, {c :?bool }{c :?bool .end, c ′ :}, but {c :?bool } 	
{c :begin.?bool , c ′ :}, also if {c :?bool }; {c }  {c :begin.?bool , c ′ :}; ∅.
Theorem 8.2
(1) If ;;S  e : t without using rule WeakB, then   e : t ′ [] ′;S′ where σ(t ′) = t and σ(′) for some inference
substitution σ andS′ ⊆S.
(2) If   e : t [] ;S, then for all inference substitutions σ such that σ() is a session environment and σ(t ) is a type, we get:
; σ();S  e :σ(t ).
(3) If ;  P : thread without using ruleWeakB, then   P : thread [] ′ where σ(′) for some inference substitution σ.
(4) If  P : thread [] , then for all inference substitutionsσ such thatσ() is a session environment,weget:; σ()  P : thread .
Note that the above theorem assures that the present type system enjoys the principal type property in the classical sense
of [31].
9. Related work
9.1. Systems for processes, Subject reduction and progress
Session types for the π-calculus are the subject of many works [6,7,11–13,18,27,28,32,34,35,48]. More recently, sessions
were incorporated into boxed ambients [26], and higher-order processes supporting code mobility [43].
In all previouslymentioned papers on session types, typability guarantees the absence of run-time communication errors.
However, not all of them have the subject reduction property: the problem emerges when sending and instantiating a live
channel to a thread which already uses this channel to communicate, as in Example 4.4. This example can be translated into
the calculi studied in [6,51,34,28], and this issue has been discussed with some of the authors of these papers [1]. The recent
work [54] analyses this issue in detail, comparing different reduction rules and typing systems appeared in the literature
[6,28,34,51].
Moose has been inspired by the previously mentioned papers, however, we believe that it has been the ﬁrst calculus
which guarantees absence of starvation on live channels also in presence of delegation (progress without delegation is only
considered in [21]). For example, we can encode the counterpart of Example 5.4 in the calculi of [6,28,34,51]. In the language
of [51] we can type the parallel composition of the following processes (obtained by translating the threads of Example 5.4):
1 // fun1 x y =
2 let u = request x in
3 let w = request y in
4 let i = receive u in
5 let j = receive w in
6 close u; close w;
1 // fun2 x y =
2 let u = accept x in
3 let w = accept y in
4 send 5 on w;
5 send 6 on u;
6 close u; close w;
Note that in the above two interleaved sessions are established, however no session can proceed, because the progress of
each is dependent on the progress of the other: before line 4 of the left hand process can reduce, line 5 of the right hand
process must be made available in parallel; a similar dependency occurs between lines 4 and 5 of the right and left hand
processes, respectively. Furthermore, observe that such deadlocks can also occur due to interdependencies among three or
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more processes, in which case they cannot be detected easily. We believe that such conﬁgurations are clearly undesirable,
and for this reason our typing system rejects interleaved sessions.
The same problem arises in the calculi of [6,28,34], where the previous example is written as follows:
1 request x(u) in
2 request y(w) in
3 u?(i);
4 w?(j );
1 accept x(u)
2 accept y(w)
3 w![5];
4 u![6];
Note that by simply dropping the hot set, we can ﬂexibly obtain a version of the typing system which preserves the type
safety and type inference results, but allows deadlock on live channels like the above mentioned literature. In this sense, our
system is not only theoretically sound, but also modular.
Clearly, allowing asynchronous communication enhances progress: for example the processes of Example 5.4 would not
be stuck any more. Session types which take advantage of asynchronous communication are studied in [15] for a suitable
variant of Moose. There the conditions for progress are relaxed, allowing arbitrary (non-blocking) outputs to appear inside
nested sessions.
In recent work by some of the present authors [18], more ﬂexible conditions for progress are studied in the context of
a process language. In their system, interleaving is allowed by permitting hot sets to contain more than one element, and
progress is ensured using a causality partial order, resulting in a signiﬁcantly more ﬁne-grained analysis. For instance the
translation of Example 5.3 is typable in the type discipline of [18].
9.2. Advanced session types
An issue that arises with the use of sessions is how to group and distinguish different behaviours within a program or
protocol. In [34] and subsequently in [29] the authors utilise labelled branching and selection; the ﬁrst enables a process
to offer alternative session parts indexed by labels, and the second is used dually to choose a part by selecting one of the
available labels. In [27,28,34,50], branching and selection are considered as an effective way to simulate methods of objects.
Our conditional constructs are a simpliﬁcationof branchingand selection, therefore the samebehaviour realisedbybranching
types can also be expressed using our types. A different branching mechanism is proposed in [19,23], where the choice on
how to continue a session is made on the basis of the class of the object sent/received.
Sessionsubtypingsystemsrange fromsimplesessionsubtyping [28] tomorecomplexboundedsessionpolymorphism[27],
which enables parametric polymorphism of session types. Inspired by Gay [27] and Dezani-Ciancaglini [19] enhances the
expressivity of session types in objects, by allowing bounded polymorphism for a suitable extension of Moose.
As another study on the enrichment of basic session types, in [6] the authors integrate the correspondence assertions of [30]
with standard session types to reason about multi-party protocols comprising of standard interleaved sessions.
In this work, our purpose was to produce a reliable and extensible object-oriented core, and not to include everything in
the ﬁrst attempt; however, such richer type structures are attractive in an object-oriented framework. Moose can be used
as a core extensible language incorporating other typing systems.
9.3. Linear typing systems
Session types for the π-calculus relate to linear typing systems [33,39], whose main aim is to guarantee that a channel is
used exactly or at most once within a term.
In the context of programming languages, [25] proposes a type system for checking protocols and resource usage in order
to enforce linearity of variables in the presence of aliasing. They implemented the typing system in Vault [17], a low level
C-like language. The main issue that they had to address is that a shared component should not refer to linear components,
since aliasing of the shared component can result in non-linear usage of any linear elements to which it provides access. To
relax this condition, theyproposedoperations for safe sharing, and for controlled linear usage. In our systemnon-interference
is ensured by operational semantics in which substitution of shared with fresh channels takes place when reducing connect ,
and thereforewe do not need explicit constructs for this purpose. Finally, note that the systemof [25] is not readily applicable
in a concurrent setting, and hence in channel-based communication.
9.4. Programming languages and sessions
In [51], the authors deﬁne a concurrent functional language with session primitives. Their language supports sending
of channels and higher-order values that do not contain running sessions, and incorporates branching and selection, along
with recursive sessions and channel sharing. Moreover, it incorporates themulti-threading primitive fork, whose operational
semantics is similar to that of spawn. Finally, their system allows live channels as parameters to functions, and tracks aliasing
of channels; as a result, their system is polymorphic.
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In [49], the authors formalise an extension to CORBA interfaces based on session types, which are used to determine
the order in which available operations can be invoked. The authors deﬁne protocols consisting of sessions, and use labelled
branches andselection tomodelmethod invocationwithineach session. Labelledbranches are alsoused todenoteexceptions,
and their system incorporates recursive session types. However, run-time checks are considered in order to check protocol
conformance, and there is no formalisation in terms of operational semantics and type system.
More recently, a similar approach has been used in the Singularity OS [24]. Behaviour in this system is deﬁned in contracts,
that containdeﬁnitions that forma statemachineof desiredmessage exchangepatterns.Messages encapsulate asynchronous
method invocation, and consist of information on which method should be invoked, along with the actual arguments to
use, when the message is received. Messages are exchanged using bidirectional channels, where each channel has two
explicit endpoints. At the endpoints, the speciﬁc methods required for each state of the contract are deﬁned. Asynchronous
transmission is implemented usingmessage queues at each endpoint. In our system, channels have generic send and receive
operations, and communication is synchronous. Their system has the property that each endpoint can only be used by a
single thread at a time, which corresponds to our property of bilinearity, and this ensures that messages at the endpoint
queues are always ordered. Also, they allow to send channel endpoints, which corresponds to live channel communication
in our system.When different messages can be received, they use a form of switch to group the program behaviours for each
case, similarly to [49]. However, in contrast to the latter, contracts are veriﬁed statically.
We developed our formalism building upon previous experience withLdoos [21], a distributed object-oriented language
with basic session capabilities. In the present work we have chosen to simplify the substrate to that of a concurrent calculus,
and focus on the integration of advanced session types. In [21], as in all previous papers on session types, shared channels
could only be associated with a single session type each, and therefore runtime checks were not required for connections;
however, this assumption is not necessary, and it is orthogonal to the essence of our system which is the typing of a session
body against a session type. In particular, in an open environmentwe cannot assume that the types of shared channels can be
ﬁxed in advance, and the runtime cost of checking compatibility is low, requiring one check of session duality (and possibly
subtype checking).
In our new formulation we chose not to model RMI, and in fact, an interesting question is whether we can encode RMI
as a form of degenerate session in the spirit of [49]. Also, we have now introduced more powerful primitives for thread and
(shared) channel creation, along with the ability to delegate live sessions via method invocation and higher-order sessions.
None of these features are considered in [21]. We discovered a ﬂaw in the progress theorem inLdoos [21], and developed the
new type system with hot sets in order to guard against the offending conﬁgurations.
More recently, [23] suggests an amalgamation of the session type and the object oriented paradigm whereby sessions
are amalgamated with methods: class deﬁnitions contain therefore ﬁelds and session/method declarations. Generic classes
and union types for the calculus of [23] are discussed in [10] and [4], respectively.
9.5. Behavioural types and service-oriented computing
Behavioural types for processes (see [38]) have some similarities with sessions, but describe communications as types
that resemble CCS processes. Hence, these systems capture the precise interleavings, and using additional tags (annotations)
they achieve a ﬁne-grained analysis of deadlock and liveness. Compared to our progress guarantee, the behavioural analysis
is more detailed, but it is not straightforward how to adapt such techniques compositionally in a class-based object language
without losing the appeal of being sufﬁciently simple for practical implementations.
In [2], a process language for service oriented computing is formalised, using a system of types similar, but simpler, to
the behavioural types of [38]. Their system ensures a progress property for service clients, which seems natural since their
sessions take place in nested scopes, and are not interleaved.
Objects implementing services are studied in [9] in an object-based formalism where communication is realised as a
form of remote method invocation. Their system uses a language of spatial-behavioural types that can express sequencing
and parallelism of usages on objects, recursive behaviours, and dynamic capabilities through owned types.
A different approach to the description of communication protocols is based on the notion of contract [8,14]. The theory
of contracts formalises the compatibility of a client to a service and the safe replacement of a service by another service by
using behavioural equivalencies. An interesting comparison between contracts and session types is developed in [40].
9.6. Implementations
An early implementation of session types in Haskell is that of [44] where session types are mapped to existing type
constructs, which can therefore be implemented without extending the language.
More recently, in [16], session types are considered for F, an implementation of aML dialect. Thework describes a system
for ensuring security ofmulti-role sessions in the absence of trust. Session types are compiled to cryptographic protocols in a
way such that during execution every party is guaranteed to play their role. Runtime veriﬁcation is used to detect behaviour
incompatible with a session.
Themost relevant implementation is that of [36]. In this work, the language Java is extendedwith basic session primitives
for creating session-typed sockets and for performing communications governed by sessions based on our work [20], and
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also [19,15]. Sessions are deﬁned by means of “protocol” declarations and static type checking is used to ensure safety, in
combination with a dynamic agreement of session types between parties that are connecting over a session-typed socket.
At the level of types our conditional types are replaced with the more general label-indexed branching and selection types
found in the literature (see [34]), and the implementation also supports our session iteration types, session delegation, and
subtyping. Communication is asynchronous and the implementation has been measured to have a very small performance
overhead compared to untyped socket communication.
10. Conclusion and future work
This paper proposes the language Moose, a simple multi-threaded object-oriented language augmented with session
communication primitives and types. Moose provides a clean object-oriented programming style for structural interaction
protocols by prescribing channel usages as session types. We develop a typing system for Moose and prove type safety with
respect to the operational semantics.We also show that in awell-typedMooseprogram, therewill never be a communication
error, starvation on live channels, nor an incorrect completion between two party interactions. These results demonstrate
that a consistent integration of object-oriented language features and session types is possible where well typedness can
guarantee the consistent composition of communication protocols. To our best knowledge, Moose is the ﬁrst application
of session types to a concurrent object-oriented class-based programming language, apart from [21]. Furthermore, type
inference of session environments (Theorem 8.2), and the progress property on live channels with delegation (Theorem 7.10)
have never been proved before in any work on session types including those in the π-calculus.
10.1. Exceptions and timeout
One feature not considered in our system, although important in practice, is exceptions; in particular, we did not provide
any way for a session type to declare that it may throw a checked exception, so that when this occurs both communicating
processes can execute predeﬁned error-handling code. One obvious way to encode an exception would be to use a branch as
in [49]. In addition, when a thread becomes blocked waiting for a session to commence, in our operational semantics, it will
never escape the waiting state unless a connection occurs. In practice, this is unrealistic, but it could have been ameliorated
by introducing a ‘timeout’ version of our basic connection primitive such as connect(timeout)u s {e}. However, controlling
exceptions during session communication and realising timeoutwould be non-trivial sincewewish to preserve the progress
property on live channels. Therefore we plan to investigate these issues.
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Appendix
A. Proof of subject reduction
A.1. Generation Lemmas
We will prove in Lemma 7.2 that  preserves the types of expressions. In Lemma A.6 we will show that  preserves also
the types of threads.
Lemma 7.2 If ;S  ′;S′ and ;;S  e : t , then ;′;S′  e : t .
Proof. By induction on the number of basic steps to establish;S  ′;S′ (in the sense of Deﬁnition 7.1), and application
of the non-structural rules. 
Lemma A.1 (Generation for standard expressions).
(1) ;;S  x : t implies ∅; ∅  ;S and x : t ′ ∈  for some t ′<: t .
(2) ;;S  c : t implies ∅; ∅  ;S and c :sch∈  and t = (s , s ) or t = s .
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(3) ;;S  null : t implies ∅; ∅  ;S.
(4) ;;S  v : t with v ∈ {true, false} implies ∅; ∅  ;S and t = bool .
(5) ;;S  o : t implies ∅; ∅  ;S and o :C∈  for some C<: t .
(6) ;;S  NullExc : t implies ∅; ∅  ;S.
(7) ;;S  this : t implies ∅; ∅  ;S and and this :C ∈  for some C <: t .
(8) ;;S  e 1; e 2 : t implies  = 1◦2, and t = t 2 and ;i;S  e i : t i for some i, t i (i ∈ {1, 2}).
(9) ;;S  e .f := e ′ : t implies = 1◦2, and ;1;S  e :C and ;2;S  e ′ : t with f t ∈ ﬁelds(C) for some1,2,C.
(10) ;;S  e .f : t implies ;;S  e :C and f t ∈ ﬁelds(C) for some C.
(11) ;;S  e .m (e 1, . . . , e n) : t implies ;0;S′  e :C, and ;i;S′  e i : t i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−m, and e n−m+j = u j for 1 ≤
j ≤ m, and 0◦1 . . . ◦n−m◦{u 1 :ρ1, . . . , um :ρm};S′  ;S and mtype(m ,C) = t 1, . . . , t n−m, ρ1, . . . , ρm → t , for some
m (0 ≤ m ≤ n),S′,i, t i, u j , ρj ,C (1 ≤ i ≤ n−m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m).
(12) ;;S  e .m (e 1, . . . , e n) : t implies ;0; {u 1}  e :C, and ;i; {u 1}  e i : t i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−m, and e n−m+j = u j for
1 ≤ j ≤ m, and 0◦1 . . . ◦n−m◦{u 1 :ρ1, . . . , um :ρm}; {u 1}  ;S and mtype(m ,C) = t 1, . . . , t n−m, ρ1, . . . , ρm ⊕→ t , for
some m (1 ≤ m ≤ n), i, t i, u j , ρj ,C (1 ≤ i ≤ n−m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m).
(13) ;;S  new C : t implies ∅; ∅  ;S and C<: t .
(14) ;;S  new (s , s ) : t implies ∅; ∅  ;S and (s , s )<: t .
(15) ;;S  spawn { e } : t implies ′;S′  ;S, and ended(′) and t = Object and ;′;S′  e : t ′ for some ′,S′, t ′.
Proof. By induction on typing derivations, then case analysis over the shape of the expression being typed, and then case
analysis over the last rule applied. We just show two paradigmatic cases of the inductive step.
(12) If the expression being typed has the shape e .m (e 1, . . . , e n), then the last rule applied isMethPlus,MethMinus or
one of the structural rules. We only consider the case where the last applied rule is Consume, thenMethPlus:
;, u :ε.end;S  e .m (e 1, . . . , e n) : t
;, u :;S  e .m (e 1, . . . , e n) : t
By induction hypothesis we get ;0;S  e :C, and ;i;S  e i : t i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−m, and e n−m+j = u j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
and 0◦1 . . . ◦n−m◦{u 1 :ρ1, . . . , um :ρm}; {u 1}  , u :ε.end;S and mtype(m ,C) = t 1, . . . , t n−m, ρ1, . . . , ρm ⊕→ t , for some
m (1 ≤ m ≤ n),i, t i, u j , ρj ,C (1 ≤ i ≤ n−m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m). By deﬁnition we also have that, u :ε.end;S  , u :;S, and from
transitivity of  we obtain that 0◦1 . . . ◦n−m◦{u 1 :ρ1, . . . , um :ρm}; {u 1}  , u :;S.
(15) If the expression being typed has the shape spawn { e }, then the last rule applied is either Spawn, or one of the
structural rules.
If last applied rule isWeakB, then
;, c :ρ; {c }  spawn { e } : t
;, c :begin.ρ; ∅  spawn { e } : t
By induction hypothesis there exist ′,S′, so that ′;S′  , c :ρ; {c }, and ended(′) and t = Object and ;′;S′  e : t ′.
The rest follows from the fact that, by deﬁnition, , c :ρ; {c }  , c :begin.ρ; ∅, and from transitivity of . 
Lemma A.2 (Generation for communication expressions).
(1) ;;S  connect u s {e } : t implies s = begin.η, and; ∅; ∅  u :begin.η and \ u ;′, u :η; {u }  e : t , and′; ∅  ;S
for some η,′.
(2) ;;S  u .receive : t implies {u :?t }; {u }  ;S.
(3) ;;S  u .send ( e ) : t implies t = Object and ;′; {u }  e : t ′ and ′◦{u : !t }; {u }  ;S for some ′, t ′.
(4)  ; ;S  u .receiveS (x ){e } : t implies t = Object and \ x ; {x :η}; {x }  e : t ′ and {u :?(η)}; {u }  ;S for some t ′, η 	=
ε.end.
(5)  ; ;S  u .sendS (u ′) : t implies t = Object and {u ′ : η, u :!(η)}; {u }  ;S for some η 	= ε.end.
(6) ;;S  u .receiveIf {e 1 }{e 2 } : t implies ;′, u :ρi; {u }  e i : t (i ∈ {1, 2}) and ′, u :?〈ρ1 , ρ2 〉; {u }  ;S for some
′, ρ1 , ρ2 .
(7) ;;S  u .sendIf (e ){e 1 }{e 2 } : t implies ;1; {u }  e :bool and ;2, u :ρi; {u }  e i : t (i ∈ {1, 2}) and 1◦2, u :!〈ρ1 ,
〉ρ2 ; {u }  ;S for some 1,2, ρ1 , ρ2 .
(8) ;;S  u .receiveWhile {e } : t implies ; {u :π}; {u }  e : t and {u :?〈π〉*}; {u }  ;S for some π.
(9) ;;S  u .sendWhile (e ){e ′} : t implies ; ∅; ∅  e :bool and ; {u :π}; {u }  e ′ : t and {u :!〈π〉*}; {u }  ;S for some π.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma A.1. 
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Lemma A.3 (Generation for threads).
(1) ;  e : thread implies ;;S  e : t for some t .
(2) ;  P1|P2 : thread implies  = 1||2 and ;i  Pi : thread (i ∈ {1, 2}) for some 1,2.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma A.1. 
A.2. Types preservation under structural equivalence, and under substitutions
As a convenient shorthand, for any two entities x and y which belong to a domain that includes ⊥, we use the notation
xy to indicate that x is deﬁned if and only if y is deﬁned, and if x is deﬁned, then x = y.
In Lemma A.7, we show that structural equivalence of terms preserves types. To prove this, we ﬁrst prove in Lemma A.4
the neutrality of element ∅, and associativity and commutativity of parallel composition of session environments. Moreover
we show in Lemma A.5 various properties of , ||, and ◦ which easily follow from their deﬁnitions.
Lemma A.4
(1) 1||∅ = 1 = ∅||1.
(2) 1||22||1.
(3) 1||(2||3)(1||2)||3.
Proof. Note that for any , ′, if ||′ is deﬁned, thenD(||′) =D() ∪D(′).
(1) follows from deﬁnition of ||.
For (2) show ∀u∈D(1)∪D(2) : 1(u )||2(u )2(u )||1(u ). For (3) show ∀u∈D(1)∪D(2)∪D(3) : 1(u )||(2(u )||
3(u ))(1(u )||2(u ))||3(u ). 
The next Lemma, i.e., A.5, characterizes small modiﬁcations on operations that preserve well-formedness of the session
environment composition, || and ◦, and also the preservation of the relationship . It will be used in the proof of subject
reduction.
We deﬁne:
[u → θ ](u ′) =
{
θ if u = u ′,
(u ′) otherwise.
Lemma A.5
(1) ∅  1, and 1||2 deﬁned imply 2  1||2.
(2) 1||2  , implies that there are ′1,′2 such that 1  ′1 and 2  ′2 and ′1||′2 = .
(3) 1  ′1, and ′1◦2 deﬁned, imply 1◦2 deﬁned, and 1◦2  ′1◦2.
(4) ended(1) and (1 ∪ ′1)◦2 deﬁned imply
(a) ′
1
◦2 deﬁned,
(b) (1 ∪ ′1)◦2 = 1||′1◦2.
(5) ;S  ′;S′ implies
(a)  \ u ; ∅  ′ \ u ;S′,
(b)  \ u ;S  ′ \ u ;S′ whenS 	= {u }.
(6) {u :θ};S  ;S′ implies
(a) (u ) ∈ {θ , θ.end, begin.θ , begin.θ.end,} and
R( \ u ) ⊆ {ε, ε.end, begin.ε, begin.ε.end,};
(b) {u :θ ′}; ∅  [u → θ ′];S′ for all θ ′;
(c) {u :η};S  ′[u → begin.η];S′ for all η.
(7) {u :θ};S  ;S′ and ◦′ deﬁned imply
(a) [u → π ]◦′ deﬁned for all π;
(b) [u → begin.π ]◦′ deﬁned for all π;
(c) ′;S′  [u → ε]◦′;S′.
(8) 1◦2||3◦4 deﬁned, and {u :π}  1 and {u :π ′}  3 imply :
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(a) π = π ′;
(b) 1[u → π ′′]◦2||3[u → π ′′]◦4 = 1◦2||3◦4, for all π ′′;
(c) 1[u → begin.π ′′]◦2||3[u → begin.π ′′]◦4 = 1◦2||3◦4, for all π ′′.
Proof. For (1) notice that ∅  1 impliesR(1) ⊆ {ε, ε.end, begin.ε, begin.ε.end,} and that 1||2 deﬁned implies 1(u ) =
(2(u )) for all u ∈D(1) ∩D(2).
For (2) one can obtain ′
1
and ′
2
by applying to 1 and 2 the same transformations which build  from 1||2.
(3) follows easily from the deﬁnitions of  and of ◦.
(4a) is immediate. For (4b), ended(1) and (1 ∪ ′1)◦2 deﬁned imply thatD(1) ∩D(2) = ∅.
(5a) and (5b) follow from the deﬁnition of . The condition S 	= {u } is necessary since for example {u :!bool }; {u } 
{u :begin.!bool }; ∅, but ∅; {u } 	 ∅; ∅.
(6a) follows from the deﬁnition of  and (6b), (6c) are consequences of (6a).
(6a) implies (7a), (7b) and (7c).
The deﬁnition of || and (6a) imply (8a). Points (8b), and (8c) follow from the observation that in all the equated session
environments the predicates of u are . 
Lemma A.6 If   ′ and ;  P : thread , then ;′  P : thread .
Proof. By induction on derivations. If the last applied rule is Start use Lemma 7.2. If the last applied rule is Par use
Lemma A.5(2) and induction. 
Lemma A.7 (Preservation of typing under structural equivalence). If ;  P : thread and P ≡ P′, then ;  P′ : thread .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ≡.
For the case where P′ = P|null, we use Lemma A.3(2), and obtain  = 1||2 and ;1  P : thread and ;2  null : thread .
Using Lemma A.3(1) and Lemma A.1(3) we get ;2;S  null : t 2, and ∅; ∅  2;S. Using Lemma A.5(1), we obtain that
1  , and from that, with Lemma A.6 we obtain that ;;S  P : thread .
For the other two basic cases use Lemmas A.3(1) and A.4(2)-(3). For the induction case use Lemma A.3(1) and induction
hypothesis. 
We need a substitution lemma which takes into account not only the substitutions of variables by values, but also the
substitutions of this by object identiﬁers and the substitutions of channel names and variables by fresh channel names. The
proof by induction on derivations is standard.
Lemma A.8 (Preservation of typing under substitution).
(1) If , x : t ; ;S  e : t ′ and  ; ∅ ; ∅  v : t , then  ; ;S  e [v/x ] : t ′.
(2) If , this :C ; ;S  e : t and  ; ∅ ; ∅  o :C, then  ; ;S  e [o/this] : t .
(3) If \u ; ;S  e : t and c is fresh, then  ; [c/u ];S[c/u ]  e [c/u ] : t .
A.3. Types in subderivations, and substitutions within contexts
Lemma 7.3 [Subderivations]
If ;;S  E[e ] : t , then there exist 1,2, t ′, such that for all x fresh in E,,  = 1◦2, and ;1;S  e : t ′, and
, x : t ′;2;S  E[x ] : t .
Proof. By induction on E, and using Generation Lemmas. For example if E = [ ];e ′, then ;;S  e ; e ′ : t implies
 = 1◦2 and ;1;S  e : t ′ and ;2;S  e ′ : t by Lemma A.1(8). Then we get , x : t ′;2;S  x ; e ′ : t by rules Var
and Seq. 
Lemma 7.4 [Context Substitution] If;1;S  e : t ′, and, x : t ′;2;S  E[x ] : t , and1◦2 is deﬁned, then;1◦2;S 
E[e ] : t .
Proof. By induction on E, and using the Generation Lemmas. 
A.4. Name occurrence
Lemma A.9 formalises that a channel or object identiﬁer that occurs in an expression must occur also in the typing
environments of that expression.
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Lemma A.9 (Name occurrence).
(1) If ;;S  e : t and o ∈ fv(e ), then o ∈D();
(2) If ;;S  e : t and c ∈ fv(e ), then c ∈D() ∪D().
Proof. By induction on the typing derivation. 
We can then show:
Lemma 7.5 (Fresh name)
(1) If ;;S  e ;h, then
(a) o ∈ e ⇒ o ∈ h;
(b) c ∈ e ⇒ o ∈ h.
(2) If ;  P;h, then
(a) o ∈ P ⇒ o ∈ h;
(b) c ∈ P ⇒ o ∈ h.
Proof. The proof is by straightforward induction on the typing of the expression (thread): ﬁrst, by appealing to the well-
formed heap judgement, we show that any object or channel occurring in typing environments must occur in heaps which
are well-formed with respect to those environments. Based on that, and using Lemma A.9 we obtain the occurrence result.

A.5. Proof of Theorem 7.6
Theorem 7.6 (Subject reduction).
(1) ;;S  e : t , and ;  h, and e ,h −→ e ′,h′ imply ′;;S  e ′ : t , and ′;  h′, with  ⊆ ′.
(2) ;  P;h and P,h −→ P′,h′ imply ′;′  P;h′ with  ⊆ ′ and  ⊆ ′.
Proof. By induction on the reduction e ,h −→ e ′,h′. We only consider the most interesting cases.
Rule Spawn. Therefore, the expression being reduced has the form E[spawn { e }], and
(0) h′ = h and P′ = E[null]|e .
Thus, together with the premises we obtain for some t :
(1) ;;S  E[spawn { e }] : t (2) ;  h.
The aim of the next steps is to obtain types for e and for E[null].
Applying Lemma 7.3 on (1) we obtain, that ∃t ′,1,2 with:
(3) ;1;S  spawn { e } : t ′, (4)  = 1◦2, (5) , x : t ′;2;S  E[x] : t .
From (3) and Generation Lemma (i.e., A.1(15)), we obtain for some t ′′, ′
1
,S′:
(6) t ′ = Object, (7) ;′
1
;S′  e : t ′′, (8) ended(′
1
), (9) ′
1
;S′  1;S.
From (5), type rule Null, and Context Substitution Lemma (i.e., 7.4), we obtain:
(10) ;2;S  E[null] : t .
From (10) and rule Start, and from (7) and rule Start, we obtain
(11) ;2  E[null] : thread , (12) ;′1  e : thread .
From (11), (12) and rule Parwe obtain:
(13) ;′
1
||2  e |E[null] : thread .
The aim of the next steps is to obtain types for e |E[null] in session environment .
From (4) we obtain that 1◦2 is deﬁned, and therefore, from (9) and Lemma A.5(3), we obtain
(14) ′
1
◦2 is deﬁned, and ′1◦2  1◦2.
Also, from (8), Lemma A.5(4b), we obtain
(15) ′
1
||2 = ′1◦2.
Therefore, from (13), (14), (15), and Lemma A.6, we obtain
(16) ;  e |E[null] : thread .
The case concludes by taking ′ = , ′ =  and with (16) and (0).
Rule Connect. Then, we have that
(0) P = E1[connect c s {e 1}]|E2[connect c s {e 2}],
(1) h′ = h ::c ′, with c ′ is fresh in h,
(2) P′ = E1[e 1[c ′/c ]]|E2[e 2[c ′/c ]].
The aim of the next steps is to obtain types for e 1 and for e 2.
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From premises, (0) and Lemma A.3(2), and A.3(1) we obtain for some 1,2,S1,S2, t 1, t 2:
(3)  = 1||2,
(4) ;i;Si  Ei[connect c s i{e i}]] : t i (i ∈ {1, 2}),
(5) ;  h.
where s 1 = s and s 2 = s .
From (4), applying Lemma 7.3, there exist 11, 12, 21, 22, t ′1, t
′
2
, such that:
(6) i = i1◦i2,
(7) ;i1;Si  connect c s i{e i} : t ′i (i ∈ {1, 2}),
(8) , x i : t ′i;i2;Si  Ei[x i] : t i (i ∈ {1, 2}).
From (7), and Lemmas A.2(1) we obtain for some ′
11
, ′
12
, η1, η2:
(9) ; ∅; ∅  c : s i, (10) s i = begin.ηi,
(11)  \ c ;′
i1
, c :ηi; {c }  e i : t ′i (i ∈ {1, 2}),
(12) ′
i1
; ∅  i1;Si.
The aim of the next steps is to obtain types for P ′ in a session environment ′, so that  ⊆ ′.
From (1) and (11), and Lemma A.8(3), we get ;′
i1
, c ′ :ηi; {c ′}  e i[c ′/c ] : t ′i (i ∈ {1, 2}) which implies by ruleWeakB:
(13) ;′
i1
, c ′ :s i; ∅  e i[c ′/c ] : t ′i (i ∈ {1, 2}).
(12) implies ′
i1
, c ′ :s i; ∅  i1, c ′ :s i;Si being c ′ fresh, and then by (13) and Lemma 7.2 we derive:
(14) ;i1, c ′ :s i;Si  e i[c ′/c ] : t ′i (i ∈ {1, 2}).
From (14), (8) and Lemma 7.4, we obtain (notice that (i1, c
′ :s i)◦i2 is deﬁned by (6) since c ′ is fresh):
(15) ; (i1, c ′ :s i)◦i2;Si  Ei[e i[c ′/c ]] : t ′i (i ∈ {1, 2}).
Applying rules Start and Par on (15), and also the fact that (11, c
′ :s 1)◦12||(21, c ′ :s 2)◦22 = , c ′ :, we obtain
(16) ;, c ′ : E1[e 1[c ′/c ]]|E2[e 2[c ′/c ]] : thread .
Take
(17) ′ = , c ′ :.
This gives, trivially that:
(18)  ⊆ ′.
Also, from (1) and (5) we obtain
(19) ;′  h′.
The case concludes by considering (16), (17), (18) and (19).
Rule ComS. Therefore, we have that
(0) P = E1[c .send (v )]|E2[c .receive ],
(1) P′ = E1[null ]|E2[v ], h′ = h.
From(0), applicationof thepremises,weobtain that;  E1[c .send (v )]|E2[c .receive ] : thread ,whichgivesbyLemmaA.3(2)
and (1) that for some 1,2,S1,S2, t 1 , t 2 :
(2) ;1;S1  E1[c .send (v )] : t 1,
(3) ;2;S2  E2[c .receive ] : t 2,
(4)  = 1||2.
By application of premises, we obtain that ;  h.
The aim of the next steps is to obtain types for c .receive and c .send (v ), and for E1[x ] and E2[x ].
From (2) and Lemma 7.3, we obtain for some 11,12, t ′1:
(5) ;11;S1  c .send (v ) : t ′1,
(6) , x : t ′
1
;12;S1  E1[x ] : t 1,
(7) 1 = 11◦12.
From (5) and Lemmas A.2(3) and A.1(2), (3), (4), (5), we obtain for some t ′′
1
:
(8) ; ∅; ∅  v : t ′′
1
,
(9) {c :!t ′′
1
}; {c }  11;S1.
From (3), and Lemma 7.3, we obtain for some 21,22, t ′2:
(10) ;21;S2  c .receive : t ′2,
(11) , x : t ′
2
;22;S2  E2[x ] : t 2,
(12) 2 = 21◦22.
From (10), by Lemma A.2(2), we obtain:
(13) {c :?t ′
2
}; {c }  21;S2.
The aim of the next steps is to obtain types for E1[null] and E2[v ].
From (9), and (7), which gives that 11◦12 is deﬁned, and Lemma A.5(7a) and (6b), we obtain:
(14) 11[c → ε]◦12 is deﬁned,
(15) {c :ε}; ∅  11[c → ε];S1.
By rules Null, andWeakESwe obtain ; {c :ε}; ∅  null : t ′
1
. Then, by (15) and Lemma 7.2 we obtain:
(16) ;11[c → ε];S1  null : t ′1.
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From (6), (14) , (16), and Lemma 7.4, we obtain:
(17) ;11[c → ε]◦12;S1  E1[null] : t 1.
From (4), (7), (12), (9), (13), and Lemma A.5(8a) we obtain that t ′′
1
= t ′
2
. Therefore, with (8) and (11) we obtain
(18) ;22;S2  E2[v ] : t 2.
Furthermore, from (13), (12) and Lemma A.5(7c) we can deduce that 22;S2  21[c → ε]◦22;S2. From that, (18) and
application of Lemma 7.4, we obtain:
(19) ;21[c → ε]◦22;S2  E2[v ] : t 2.
Furthermore, from (4), (7), (12), (9), (13) and Lemma A.5(8b), we obtain:
(20) 11[c → ε]◦12||21[c → ε]◦22 = 11◦12||21◦22.
The case concludes by applying rules Par and Start to (17) and (19) taking (20) into account.
Rule ComSS. We have:
(0) P = E1[c .sendS (c ′)] | E2[c .receiveS (x ){e }],
(1) P′ = E1[null] | e [c ′/x ] | E2[null],
(2) h′ = h,
(3)  ;   P : thread .
From the premises, and using Lemma A.3(2) and (1), we obtain for some 1,2,S1,S2, t 1, t 2:
(4)  ; 1;S1  E1[c .sendS (c ′)] : t 1,
(5)  ; 2;S2  E2[c .receiveS (x ){e }] : t 2,
(6)  = 1||2.
The aim of the next steps is to obtain types for E1[null], E2[null], and e [c ′/x ].
From (4), using Lemma 7.3 and Lemma A.2(5) we obtain for some 11,12, t ′1, η 	= ε.end:
(7)  ; 11;S1  c .sendS (c ′) : t ′1,
(8) , y : t ′
1
; 12;S1  E1[y ] : t 1,
(9) 1 = 11◦12,
(10) t ′
1
= Object,
(11) {c :!(η), c ′ :η}; {c }  11;S1.
(11) and Lemma A.5(5a) imply
(12) {c ′ :η}; ∅  11\c ;S1,
which gives by η 	= ε.end and Lemma A.5(6a)
(13) 11 = ′11, c ′ :θ where θ ∈ {η, begin.η}.
(13) and (9) imply by Lemma A.5(4a)
(14) ′
11
◦12 deﬁned.
(11) and (13) imply by Lemma A.5(5b)
(15) {c :!(η)}; {c }  ′
11
;S1.
Using rules Null,WeakESwe obtain:
(16)  ; {c :ε} ; ∅  null : t ′
1
.
By (15), (14), and Lemma A.5(7a) and (6b), respectively we have:
(17) ′
11
[c → ε]◦12 deﬁned,
(18) {c :ε}; ∅  ′
11
[c → ε];S1.
From (18), (16), and using Lemma 7.2 we obtain:
(19)  ; ′
11
[c → ε] ; S1  null : t ′1.
From (8), (19), (17) and Lemma 7.4, we obtain:
(20) ;′
11
[c → ε]◦12;S1  E1[null] : t 1.
From (5), using Lemma 7.3 and Lemma A.2(4) we obtain for some 21,22, t ′2, η
′ 	= ε.end:
(21)  ; 21;S2  c .receiveS (x ){e } : t ′2
(22) , y : t ′
2
; 22;S2  E2[y ] : t 2,
(23) 2 = 21◦22,
(24) t ′
2
= Object,
(25) {c :?(η′)}; {c }  21;S2,
(26)  \ x ; {x :η′}; {x }  e : t ′.
Similarly and simpler than the proof of (20) we can show:
(27) ;21[c → ε]◦22;S2  E2[null] : t 2.
From (26) using Lemma A.8(3) we obtain:
(28)  ; {c ′ :η′}; {c ′}  e [c ′/x ] : t ′.
The aim of the next steps is to show that the type of c used to type c .sendS (c ′) is dual to that used to type c .receiveS (x ){e }, and
that the parallel composition of the session environments used to type E1[null], E2[null], and e [c ′/x ] is the same as .
(13) and (9) imply by Lemma A.5(4b)
(29) 11◦12 = c ′ :θ ||′11◦12.
(6), (9), (23) and (29) imply:
(30) ′
11
◦12||21◦22 deﬁned.
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From (30), (15), (25) by Lemma A.5(8a) we get:
(31) !(η) = ?(η′),
which implies:
(32) η = η′.
Again from (30), (15), (25) by Lemma A.5(8b) we get:
(33) ′
11
[c → ε]◦12||21[c → ε]◦22 = ′11◦12||21◦22.
(6), (9), (29), (23), and (33) imply:
(34)  = {c ′ :θ}||′
11
[c → ε]◦12||21[c → ε]◦22.
From (28), (13) and (32), possibly usingWeakB andWeak, we derive:
(35)  ; {c ′ :θ}; {c ′}  e [c ′/x ] : t ′.
The case concludes by applying rules Par and Start to (20), (27), (35) by taking into account (34).
Rule ComSWhile.Then, we have that:
(0) P = E1[c .sendWhile (e 1){e 2}]|E2[c .receiveWhile {e 3}],
(1) h′ = h,
(2) P′ = E1[e 5] | E2[e 6],
where we are using the shorthands:
(3) e 5 = c .sendIf (e 1){e 2; c .sendWhile (e 1){e 2}}{null},
(4) e 6 = c .receiveIf {e 3; c .receiveWhile {e 3}}{null}.
From premises, (0) and Lemma A.3(2), and A.3(1) we obtain for some 1,2,S1,S2, t 1, t 2:
(5) ;  h,
(6)  = 1||2,
(7) ;1;S1  E1[c .sendWhile (e 1){e 2}] : t 1,
(8) ;2;S2  E2[c .receiveWhile {e 3}] : t 2.
From (7), (8) applying Lemma 7.3, there exist 11, 12, 21, 22, t ′1, t
′
2
so that:
(9) 1 = 11◦12, 2 = 21◦22,
(10) ;11;S1  c .sendWhile (e 1){e 2} : t ′1,
(11) , x : t ′
1
;12;S1  E1[x ] : t 1,
(12) ;21;S2  c .receiveWhile {e 3} : t ′2,
(13) , x : t ′
2
;22;S2  E2[x ] : t 2.
The aim of the next steps is to ﬁnd types for e 2, and e 5, and E1[e 5].
From (10), and Lemma A.2(9), we obtain for some π1:
(14) {c :!〈π1〉*}; {c }  11;S1,
(15) ; ∅; ∅  e 1 :bool ,
(16) ; {c :π1}; {c }  e 2 : t ′1.
We will be using π2 as a shorthand deﬁned as follows:
(17) π2 =!〈π1.!〈π1〉*, ε〉.
By application of type rules Null,Weak, SendIf, Seq, SendWhile on (15) and (16), and using the shorthands (3) and (17) we
obtain:
(18) ; {c :π2}; {c }  e 5 : t ′1.
From (14), and application of Lemma A.5(6c), we obtain that:
(20) {c :π2}; {c }  11[c → begin.π2];S1.
By application of Lemma 7.2 on (18) and (20), we obtain:
(21) ;11[c → begin.π2];S1  e 5 : t ′1.
By (9), we have that 11◦12 is deﬁned, and therefore, by (14) and application of Lemma A.5(7b) we also obtain that
11[c → begin.π2]◦12 is deﬁned. Therefore by applying Lemma 7.4 on (11) and (21) we obtain:
(22) ;11[c → begin.π2]◦12;S1  E1[e 5] : t ′1.
The aim of the next steps is to ﬁnd types for e 3, and e 6, and E2[e 6].
By arguments similar to those used to get (14) and (16), we obtain from (12) for some π3:
(23) {c :?〈π3〉*}; {c }  21;S2,
(24) ; {c :π3}; {c }  e 3 : t ′2.
We use the shorthand
(25) π4 =?〈π3.?〈π3〉*, ε〉.
Then, by arguments similar to those used to get (22), we obtain that:
(26) ;21[c → begin.π4]◦22;S1  E2[e 6] : t 2.
The aim of the next steps is to show that the type of c used to type e 5 is dual to that used to type e 6, and that the parallel
composition of the session environments used to type E1[e 5] and E2[e 6] is the same as .
Because of (14), (23), being 11◦12||21◦22 deﬁned, and by Lemma A.5(8a) we obtain that:
(27) π1 = π3,
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which implies:
(28) π2 = π4.
Therefore, using (14), (23), being 11◦12||21◦22 deﬁned, and by Lemma A.5(8c) we obtain that:
(29) 11[c → begin.π2]◦12 || 21[c → begin.π4]◦22 = 11◦12 || 21◦22
The case concludes by applying rules Par and Start to (22), (26), and taking into account (29), (9), and (6). 
B. Proof of Theorems 7.10 and 7.13
We start from basic properties of live channels. In Section 3, we used the notion of live channel in an informal way; here
we need to give a precise, formal deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition B.1. A channel c is live in a process P if P = C[e ], the expression e is either a session expression with subject c
or a command sending the channel c , and there are no contexts C1[ ], C2[ ] such that P ≡ C1[connect c s {C2[e ]}].
For example, c1 and c2 are live in o.f;c1.send(3);c2.receive; also, c1 and c2 are live in c2.sendS(c1){...}; but c1 is not live
in connect c1!int{c1.send(3)}; ﬁnally, a channel variable is never live.
Lemma B.2.
(1) If ;  e : thread and c is live in e , then c :θ ∈  for some θ 	∈ {ε, ε.end, begin.ε, begin.ε.end,}.
(2) Assume P0 is -initial and P0,h →→ P,h. Then ;  P;h for some ,, such that all predicates in  are  .
Proof. (1) By deﬁnition e ≡ C[e ′]where e ′ is either a session expressionwith subject c or a command sending the channel c .
In the ﬁrst case by LemmaA.2(2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9) and in the second case by LemmaA.2(5) the session environ-
ment for typinge ′mustcontainapremisewithsubjectc andpredicatedifferent from ε, ε.end, begin.ε, begin.ε.end, begin.ε.end,
. The proof is then by structural induction on C[ ] taking into account that C[ ] 	= C1[connect c s {C2[ ]}] for all C1[ ], C2[ ].
(2) P0 initial implies that it is typed with the empty session environment. Looking at the proof of the subject reduction
Theorem for threads it is clear that Connect is the only rule inwhich one needs to add premises to the session environments.
Moreover the added premise is of the shape c : where c is the fresh created channel. 
Lemma B.3.
(1) If E[spawn { e }] is well typed, then no live channel occurs both in E[ ] and in e .
(2) If E[c .receiveS (x ){e }] is well typed, then no live channel occurs in e .
Proof. (1) If E[spawn { e }] is well typed, then by Lemma 7.3 there are,,S, t ,1,2, t ′ such that;;S  E[spawn { e }] : t
and ;1;S  spawn { e } : t ′ and , x : t ′;2;S  E[x ] : t and  = 1◦2. By Lemma A.1(15), there are ′;S′ such that
′;S′  1;S and ended(′). By Lemma B.2(1) a live channel in e must occur in the domain of ′, and therefore it cannot
occur in the domain of 2. Because 1◦2 is deﬁned, and from ended(′), it follows that no live channel in e can occur in
E[x ].
(2) If E[c .receiveS (x ){e }] is well typed, then by Lemma 7.3 there are , , S, t , 1, 2, t ′ such that ;;
S  E[c .receiveS (x ){e }] : t and;1;S  c .receiveS (x ){e } : t ′ and, y : t ′;2;S  E[y ] : t and = 1◦2.ByLemmaA.2(4),
there is η such that {c :η}; {c }  1;S, which implies the thesis by Lemma B.2(1). 
Lemma 7.8 Assume P0 is -initial and P0,h →→ P,h. Then each live channel occurs exactly in two threads in P.
Proof. By induction on →→. The base case is trivial, since there are no live channels in the typing environments of an initial
thread. The Connect rule creates a new live channel in two different threads. By Lemma B.3(1) the live channels which occur
in E1[spawn { e }] are split between E1[null] and e . By Lemma B.3(2) all the live channels which occur in E1[c .receiveS (x ){e }]
are in E1[null]. 
We say e is irreducible if e 	−→. The key in showing progress is the natural correspondence between irreducible session
expressions and partial session types formalised in the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition B.4. Deﬁne ∝ between irreducible session expressions and parts of session types as follows:
c .receive ∝?t c .send (v ) ∝!t c .receiveS (x ){e } ∝?(η) c .sendS (c ′) ∝!(η)
c .receiveIf {e 1}{e 2} ∝?〈ρ1, ρ2〉 c .sendIf (v ){e 1}{e 2} ∝!〈ρ1, ρ2〉
c .receiveWhile {e } ∝?〈π〉* c .sendWhile (v ){e } ∝!〈π〉*
Notice, that the relation e ∝ π reﬂects the “shape” of the session, rather than the precise types involved. For example,
e ∝?t implies e ∝?t ′ for any type t ′.
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The following proposition is immediate from the deﬁnition of ∝.
Proposition B.5. If e ∝ π and e ′ ∝ π , then e and e ′ are dual of each other.
Using theGeneration Lemmas and Lemma7.3we can show the correspondencebetween an irreducible session expression
inside an evaluation context and the type of the live channel which is the subject of the expression.
Lemma B.6. Let e be an irreducible session expression with subject c and ;  E[e ] : thread . Then e ∝ π and (c ) ∈ {π ,
begin.π ,π.end,π.ρ, begin.π.ρ} for some π , ρ.
Proof. By Lemmas A.3(1) and 7.3, we get ;′;S  e : t ′ for some ′   and t ′. By Lemma A.1(2), (3), (4), (5) the session
environments in the typing of values are always  ∅. Then from Lemma A.2(2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), we get e ∝ π and
(c ) ∈ {π , begin.π ,π.end,π.ρ, begin.π.ρ} for some π , ρ. 
The following three lemmas state a relationship between hot sets and subjects of session expressions and of method
calls. In these lemmas, we consider typing of initial threads so that ruleWeakB has never been applied. In fact ruleWeakB
introduces a session type starting by begin in the session environment, which can never be discharged in order to obtain an
empty session environment.
Lemma B.7. Let e be a session expression or a method call with subject u and rule WeakB be never applied in the considered
typings.
(1) The expression e must be typed with hot set {u }.
(2) If ;;S  C[e ] : t , andS 	= {u }, then either C[ ] = C1[connect u s {C2[ ]}] or C[ ] = C1[u ′.receiveS (x ){C2[ ]}] and u = x ,
i.e., e occurs in the body either of a connect or of a receiveS expression, and in the last case u = x .
Proof. (1) Immediate from Lemmas A.2(2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) and A.1(12).
(2) From (1) we get that e must be typed with hot set {u }. Then the claim follows by observing that the only typing rules
different fromWeakBwhich change non-empty hot sets are Conn, ReceiveS. 
Notice that Lemma B.7 does not hold if we allow rule WeakB, since for example we can derive ∅; {c :begin.!bool }; ∅ 
c .send (true) :Object.
Lemma 7.9 If connect u s {e } is an expression which is well typed without using ruleWeakB and e = C[e ′], where e ′ is a session
expression or a method call with subject u ′, then one of the following conditions holds:
(1) u = u ′;
(2) C[ ] = C1[connect u ′ s ′{C2[ ]}];
(3) C[ ] = C1[u ′′.receiveS (x ){C2[ ]}] and u ′ = x .
Proof. From Lemma B.7(1) we get that e ′ must be typed with hot set {u ′}. From the typing rule Connwe get that e must be
typed with hot set {u }. So we conclude using Lemma B.7(2). 
Lemma B.8
(1) If t m ( t˜ x , ρ˜ y ) { e } is ok in some class, mtype(m ,C) = t 1, . . . , t n, ρ1, . . . , ρm → t and e = C[e ′], where e ′ is a session
expression or a method call with subject u , then one of the following conditions holds:
(a) C[ ] = C1[connect u s {C2[ ]}];
(b) C[ ] = C1[u ′.receiveS (x ){C2[ ]}] and u = x .
(2) If t m ( t˜ x , ρ˜ y ) { e } is ok in some class, mtype(m ,C) = t 1, . . . , t n, ρ1, . . . , ρm ⊕→ t and e = C[e ′], where e ′ is a session
expression or a method call with subject u , then one of the following conditions holds:
(a) u = y 1;
(b) C[ ] = C1[connect u s {C2[ ]}];
(c) C[ ] = C1[u ′.receiveS (x ){C2[ ]}] and u = x .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 7.9, taking into account that rules MMinus–ok and MPlus–ok do not al-
low to use rule WeakB in typing e and that these rules require, respectively, the empty set and the set {y 1} as hot sets
of e . 
The following deﬁnition shows the order in which expressions are reduced.
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Deﬁnition B.9. Let e be an expression and e 1, e 2 be two subexpressions of e
e 1 precedes e 2 in e iff e = C[e ′] and e ′ = E[e 1] = C ′[e 2]
for some contexts C[ ], E[ ] and C ′[ ].
Notice that any expression precedes itself since we can choose all contexts as the empty one.
In the following, we convene that the fresh channels created reducing a thread take successive numbers according to the
order of creation, i.e. they are c 0, c 1, . . . . This means that if P,h →→ Q ,h′ →→ R,h′′ and c i is a channel created in the reduction
P,h →→ Q ,h′, and c j is a channel created in the reductionQ ,h′ →→ R,h′′, then i < j. We convene also that the names c 0, c 1, . . .
are reserved for live channels.
The following lemma shows that the subject of a session expression inside an evaluation context is always the latest
created channel which occurs in the whole expression.
Lemma B.10. Let P0 be -initial and P0,h →→ e |P,h. If e ′ precedes e ′′ in e , and e ′ is a session expression or method call with
subject c i, then i ≥ j for all live channels c j which occur in e ′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on −→ and by cases on the last applied reduction rule. We only consider some interesting
cases.
Let the last applied rule beMeth:
E0[o .m (v˜ )]|P′,h −→ E0[e 0[o/this][v˜/x˜ ]]|P′,h
since h(o ) = (C, . . . ), mbody(m ,C) = (x˜ , e 0) and mtype(m ,C) = t 1, . . . , t n, ρ1, . . . , ρm ◦◦→ t .
If◦◦ = , then by Lemma B.8(1) all session expressions or method calls which occur in e 0[o/this][v˜/x˜ ] have subjects which
cannot be live channels. For the session expressions or method calls which occur in E0[ ] induction hypothesis applies.
If ◦◦ = ⊕ let c l be the live channel which is the subject of the method call. By induction l ≥ k for all c k which occur in
E[o .m (v˜ )]. By Lemma B.8(2) the subjects of all session expressions and method calls inside e 0[o/this][v˜/x˜ ] which are live
channels are the channel c l . If e = E0[e 0[o/this][v˜/x˜ ]], then either e ′ and e ′′ are both sub-expressions of e 0[o/this][v˜/x˜ ], or e ′
is a sub-expressions of e 0[o/this][v˜/x˜ ] and e ′′ is a sub-expressions of E0[ ], or e ′ and e ′′ are both sub-expressions of E0[ ]. In
the ﬁrst case c l is both the subject of e
′ and the only live channel which occurs in e ′′, in the second case the subject of e ′ is
c l and l ≥ k for all the live channels c k which occur in e ′′, and in the third case induction hypothesis applies.
Let the last applied rule be Connect:
E1[connect c s {e 1}]|E2[connect c s {e 2}]|P′,h −→ E1[e 1[c l/c ]]|E2[e 2[c l/c ]]|P′,h ::c ′ c l 	∈ h
where by construction l > k for all c k which occur in h. Notice that e 1 and e 2 have never been reduced by deﬁnition of
evaluation context, and so they can be typed without using ruleWeakB. Therefore by Lemma 7.9 the subjects of all session
expressions and method calls inside e 1[c l/c ] and e 2[c l/c ] which are live channels are the channel c l . We can conclude as in
previous case.
If the last applied rule is ComS:
E1[c l.send (v )]|E2[c l.receive ]|P′,h −→ E1[null]|E2[v ]|P′,h
then all session expressions or method calls which occur in E1[null]|E2[v ] occur also in E1[ ]|E2[ ], so induction hypothesis
applies.
If the last applied rule is ComSS:
E1[c l.sendS (c k)] | E2[c l.receiveS (x ){e 0}]|P′,h −→ E1[null] | e 0[c k/x ] | E2[null]|P′,h
then no live channel occurs in e 0 by Lemma B.3(2). Therefore if e = e 0[c k/x ], then c k is both the subject of e ′ and the only
live channel which occurs in e ′′. The proof for E1[null] and E2[null] is as in the case of rule ComS. 
Nowweprove the progress property. The following proof of Theorem7.10 argues that if the conﬁguration does not contain
waiting connects or null pointer errors, but contains an irreducible session expression e 1, then by subject reduction and
well-formedness of the session environment, the rest of the thread independently moves or it contains the dual of that
irreducible expression, e 2. Then by Lemma B.6, we get e 1 ∝ π and e 2 ∝ π . Therefore e 1 and e 2 are session expressions dual
of each other and they can communicate.
Theorem 7.10 (Progress) . Assume P0 is -initial and P0,h →→ P,h. Then one of the following holds.
• In P, all expressions are values, i.e., P ≡∏0≤i<n v i ;
• P,h −→ P′,h′;
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• P throws a null pointer exception, i.e., P ≡ NullExc |Q ; or
• P stops with a connect waiting for its dual instruction, i.e., P ≡ E[connect c s {e }]|Q .
Proof. Suppose P ≡ NullExc |Q or P ≡ E[connect c s {e }]|Q . Then the proof is immediate. Also P ≡ e |Q with e ,h −→ e ′,h′ is
easy, since we get P,h −→ e ′|Q ,h′.
The only interesting case is P ≡ V |Q , where V is a parallel of values and Q is a parallel of evaluation contexts containing
irreducible session expressions. Let Q ≡∏1≤j≤n Ej [e j ]. Let c i be the live channel with the higher index which occurs in P.
By Lemma 7.8 c i occurs exactly in two threads in P. By deﬁnition of ≡, without loss of generality, we can assume that c i
occurs in E1 [e 1 ] and E2 [e 2 ]. Then by Lemma B.10 c i is the subject of e 1 and e 2. By subject reduction we have ;  P;h.
This implies  = 1|| . . . ||n and ;j  Ej [e j ] : thread by Lemma A.3(2). By Lemma B.2(2) (c i) = and by deﬁnition of ||
the channel c i occurs exactly in two session environments between 1, . . . ,n with dual running session types different
from ε. By Lemma B.2(1) c i occurs in 1 and in 2 and then by above 1(c i) = 2(c i). Lemma B.6 gives e 1 ∝ π and e 2 ∝ π
for some π . Therefore e 1 and e 2 are session expressions dual of each other by Proposition B.5 and they can communicate.

Theorem 7.13 (Communication-Order Preservation) . Let P0 be -initial. Assume that P0,h →→ E[e 0]|Q ,h −→ P′,h′ where
e 0 is an irreducible session expression with subject c . Then:
(1) P′ ≡ E[e 0]|Q ′, or
(2) Q ≡ E′[e ′
0
]|R with e ′
0
dual of e 0 and
(a) E[e 0]|E′[e ′0]|R,h −→ e |e ′|R′,h′;
(b) ;, c : θ  E[e 0] : thread and ;′, c : θ  E′[e ′0] : thread ; and
(c) ; ˆ, c : θ ′  e : thread and ; ˆ′, c : θ ′  e ′ : thread with θ ′  θ.
Proof. By the proof of the Progress Theorem (Theorem 7.10) if the reduction step
E[e 0]|Q ,h −→ P′,h′
does not reduce Q alone, then Q ≡ E′[e ′
0
]|Rwith e ′
0
dual of e 0. Thus we have:
E[e 0]|E′[e ′0]|R,h −→ e |e ′|R′,h′
which shows (a).
For (b) by the subject reductionTheorem(Theorem7.6); ˇ  E[e 0]|E′[e ′0]|R : thread ,which impliesbyLemmaA.3(2) ˇ =
1||2||3 and ;1  E[e 0] : thread and ;2  E′[e ′0] : thread and ;3  R : thread . Again by the proof of the Progress
Theorem the channel c which is the subject of e 0 and e
′
0
has dual running session types in 1 and 2. We have then
1 = , c :θ and 2 = ′, c :θ for some ,′, θ .
For (c) we consider only two interesting cases, the proofs in all other cases being similar. We assume θ = π.ρ, the proof
for θ of different shapes being almost the same.
Let e 0 ≡ c .receive and e ′0 ≡ c .send (v ) and π =?t . Then we have e ≡ E[v ] and e ′ ≡ E′[null ] and R′ ≡ R by the reduction
rule ComS. From the proof the Subject Reduction Theorem we get ;, c : ρ  e : thread and ;′, c : ρ  e ′ : thread . Let
e 0 ≡ c .receiveS (x ){e } and e ′0 ≡ c .sendS (c ′) and π =?(η). Thenwe have e ≡ E[null ] and e ′ ≡ E′[null ] and R′ ≡ e [c ′/x ]|R by
the reduction rule ComSS. From the proof the Subject Reduction Theorem we get ;′′, c : ρ  e : thread for some ′′ ⊆ 
and ;′, c : ρ  e ′ : thread . 
C. Proof of Theorem 8.2
We list the omitted inference rules in Figs. C.1 and C.2.
An environment session scheme is ε-free if all its predicates are running session type schemes different from ε. The
following lemma states that:
• session environment schemes obtained by applying inference substitutions to inferred session environment schemes for
expressions are ε-free and they never contain  as predicate, and
• session environment schemes obtained by applying inference substitutions to inferred session environment schemes for
threads are ε-free.
The proof by induction on deductions is standard.
Lemma C.1
(1) If   e : t [] ;S and σ is an inference substitution, then σ() is ε-free and u :ρ ∈ σ() implies ρ 	=;
(2) If   P : thread []  and σ is an inference substitution, then σ() is ε-free.
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Fig. C.1. Inference rules for values and standard expressions II.
A second lemma gives useful properties of inference substitutions and.
Lemma C.2
(1) If  is a session environment scheme and σ() is a session environment, then σ( \ u ) = σ() \ u .
(2) If  is a session environment scheme and σ() is a session environment, then σ(↓) = σ()↓ .
(3) If ,′ are session environments and ′, u :η, then ′ \ u.
(4) If,′ are sessionenvironment schemesandσ(), σ(′)are sessionenvironmentsandσ()||σ(′) is deﬁned, thenσ(|||′) =
σ()||σ(′).
(5) If 1,2,
′
1
,′
2
are session environments and ′
1
||′
2
is deﬁned and ′
1
∪ ′
2
is ε-free, then 1′1 and 2′2 imply
1||2′1||′2.
Proof. (1) and (2) are immediate.
(3) follows from the deﬁnitions of.
(4) Easy by deﬁnition of ||| on session environment schemes.
(5) By induction on1. The basic case,1 = ∅, is trivial. For the induction case,1 = 0, u : is trivial too. For1 = 0, u :ρ,
we need to consider different sub-cases. We always have ′
1
(u ) ∈ {ρ, ρ↓} by deﬁnition of.
If u 	∈D(′
2
), then u 	∈D(2) and 1||2(u ) = ′1(u ).
If u :ρ′ ∈ 2, then ′2(u ) ∈ {ρ′, ρ′ ↓}. Being ′1||′2 deﬁned, we have ρ = ρ′, or ρ↓= ρ′, or ρ = ρ′ ↓. In all cases we get
1||2(u ) = ′1||′2(u ) =.
If u 	∈D(2) and u :ρ′ ∈ ′2, then as in previous case ρ = ρ′, or ρ↓= ρ′. Being ′1||′2 deﬁned, we have ρ′ 	= and we
conclude ρ′ = ε.end, since ′
1
∪ ′
2
is ε-free. So 1||2(u ) = ε.end, which implies ′1||′2(u ) =. 
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Fig. C.2. Inference rules for communication expressions II.
Theorem 8.2 (1) If ;;S  e : t without using rule WeakB, then   e : t ′ [] ′;S′ where σ(t ′) = t and σ(′) for some
inference substitution σ andS′ ⊆S.
(2) If   e : t [] ;S, then for all inference substitutions σ such that σ() is a session environment and σ(t ) is a type, we get:
; σ();S  e :σ(t ).
(3) If ;  P : thread without using ruleWeakB, then   P : thread [] ′ where σ(′) for some inference substitution σ.
(4) If  P : thread [] , then for all inference substitutionsσ such thatσ() is a session environment,weget:; σ()  P : thread .
Proof. The proofs of all points are by induction on derivations and we only consider the more interesting cases.
(1) If the last applied rule is
Conn
; ∅; ∅  u :begin.η  \ u ; , u :η; {u}  e : t
;; ∅  connect u begin.η {e } : t
by induction hypothesis we have
 \ u  e : t ′ [] ′;S′ (C.1)
with σ(t ′) = t and σ(′), u :η for some inference substitution σ andS′ ⊆S. Let ′(u ) = ρ, we get σ(ρ↓) = η. If σρ is
the restriction of σ to the type variables which occur in ρ we have also σρ(ρ↓) = η. If u is a variable, then (u ) <: s by
Lemma A.1(1). If u is a name, then (u ) = sch by Lemma A.1(2). By applying rule ConnI to (C.1) we derive
  connect u begin.η {e } :σρ(t ′) [] σρ(′) \ u ; ∅
If σ− is the restriction of σ to the type variables which do not occur in ρ (and so σ− ◦ σρ = σ ) we get σ−(σρ(t ′)) = t and
σ−(σρ(′ \ u )) = σ−(σρ(′)) \ u by Lemma C.2(1) and (3), and this concludes the proof of this case.
If the last applied rule is
ReceiveS
 \ x ; {x :η}; {x}  e : t η 	= ε.end
; {u :?( η)}; {u}  u .receiveS (x ){e } : Object
by induction hypothesis we have
 \ x  e : t ′ [] ′;S′ (C.2)
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with σ(t ′) = t and σ(′){x :η} for some inference substitution σ andS′ ⊆ {x }. From σ(′){x :η} we get ′ = {x :ρ}, and
σ(ρ↓) = η for some ρ 	= ε. We can conclude by applying rule ReceiveSI to (C.2).
If the last applied rule is
SendIf
;0; {u}  e :bool ;, u :ρi; {u}  e i : t i ∈ {1, 2}
;0◦{, u :!〈ρ1 , ρ2 〉}; {u}  u .sendIf (e ){e 1 }{e 2 } : t
by induction hypothesis we have
  e : t 0 [] ′0;S0   e i : t i [] i;Si i ∈ {1, 2} (C.3)
with σ0(t 0) = bool , σ0(′0)0, σi(t i) = t , σi(i), u :ρi for some inference substitution σ0, σi, and S0 ⊆ {u }, Si ⊆ {u },
i ∈ {1, 2}. From σi(i), u :ρi we get σi(i)(u )ρi. By Lemma C.2(2) σi(i), u :ρi implies σi(i)\u, and then either
σ1(1)(u
′) = σ2(2)(u ′), σ1(1)(u ′)↓= σ2(2)(u ′), or σ1(1)(u ′) = σ2(2)(u ′)↓ for all u ′ 	= u .u ′ ∈D(1) ∩D(2). Moreover
by Lemma C.1(1) u ′ 	= u , and u ′ :ρ ∈ σ1(1), and u ′ 	∈D(2) imply ρ = ε.end. Symmetrically u ′ 	= u , and u ′ :ρ ∈ σ2(2), and
u ′ 	∈D(1) imply ρ = ε.end. Since by assumption the variables in 0,1,2 are disjoint, then σ0 ◦ σ1 ◦ σ2 is deﬁned. Let σ =
E({〈1(u ′);2(u ′)〉 | ∀u ′ 	= u .u ′ ∈D(1) ∩D(2)} ∪ {〈1(u ′); ε.end〉 | ∀u ′ 	= u .u ′ ∈D(1)& u ′ 	∈D(2)} ∪ {〈2(u ′); ε.end〉 |
∀u ′ 	= u .u ′ ∈D(2) & u ′ 	∈D(1)}): by construction there is σ ′ such that σ ◦ σ ′ = σ0 ◦ σ1 ◦ σ2. We conclude by applying rule
SendIfI to (C.3).
(2) If the last applied rule is
ConnI
\u  e : t [] ;S ((u)) = ρ s = begin.σ (ρ↓) S ⊆ {u } if u is a variable (u ) <: s
if u is a name (u ) = sch
  connect u s {e } :σ(t ) [] σ() \ u ; ∅
by induction hypothesis for all σ ′ we have
 \ u ; σ ′();S  e :σ ′(t )
and this holds in particular for those inference substitutions σ ′ such that σ ′ = σ ′′ ◦ σ for some σ ′′. If S = ∅ by ruleWeakwe get
 \ u ; σ ′(); {u }  e :σ ′(t ). Let′ = σ ′() if u ∈D() and′ = σ ′(), u :ε.end otherwise. In both cases (using rulesWeakES
andWeakE in the second case) we get
 \ u ;′; {u }  e :σ ′(t ) (C.4)
If u is a channel name, then (u ) = sch and ; ∅; ∅  u :s by rules Chan and Sub. If u is a variable name, then (u ) <: s
implies ; ∅; ∅  u :s by rules Var and Sub. We can conclude applying rule Conn to (C.4).
If the last applied rule is
ReceiveSI
\x  e : t [] {x :ρ};S S ⊆ {x } ρ 	= ε
  u .receiveS (x ){e } :Object [] {u :?( ρ↓)}; {u }
by induction hypothesis for all σ we have
 \ x ; {x :σ(ρ)};S  e :σ(t )
If S = ∅ by ruleWeakwe get  \ x ; {x :σ(ρ)}; {x }  e :σ(t ). By ruleWeakEwe can derive
 \ x ; {x :σ(ρ)↓}; {x }  e :σ(t ) (C.5)
where ρ↓	= ε.end, and we can conclude applying rule ReceiveS to (C.5).
If the last applied rule is
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by induction hypothesis for all σ ′ we have
; σ ′(0);S0  e :σ ′(t 0) ; σ ′(i);Si  e i :σ ′(t i)
and this holds in particular for those inference substitutions σ ′ such that σ ′ = σ ′′ ◦ σ for some σ ′′. Using rulesWeak,WeakES
andWeakEwe can derive
; σ ′(0); {u }  e :σ ′(t 0) ; σ ′(1 \ u , u :ρ′i) ∪ ; {u }  e i :σ ′(t i). (C.6)
We can conclude applying rule SendIf to (C.6).
(3) If the last applied rule is
Par
;1  P1 : thread ;2  P2 : thread
;1||2  P1 | P2 : thread
by induction hypothesis we have
  P1 : thread [] ′1   P2 : thread [] ′2
and there are σ1, σ2 such that σi(
′
i
)i for i ∈ {1, 2}. By rule ParIwe get
  P1 | P2 : thread [] ′1|||′2.
By LemmaC.1(2) ε is not a predicate in σ1(
′
1
) ∪ σ2(′2). By LemmaC.2(5) σi(′i)i for i ∈ {1, 2} imply σ1(′1)||σ2(′2)1||2.
By construction the sets of variables occurring in ′
1
and ′
2
are disjoint. Let σ = σ1 ◦ σ2, then σ1(′1)||σ2(′2) = σ(′1)||σ(′2)= σ(′
1
|||′
2
) by Lemma C.2(4).
(4) If the last applied rule is
ParI
  P1 : thread [] 1   P2 : thread [] 2
  P1 | P2 : thread [] 1|||2
by induction hypothesis for all σ we have:
; σ(1)  P1 : thread ; σ(2)  P2 : thread
Being σ(1)||σ(2) = σ(1|||2) by Lemma C.2(4), we conclude by applying rule Par. 
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